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Abstract
A method for speech enhancement in a reverberating environment using microphone
arrays is presented. It is defined in the time-domain, based on an acoustic signal
model formulated using image sources.
The method uses the output of a delay and sum (DAS) beamformer steered towards
a source together with the outputs of multiple DAS beamformers steered towards
the reflections. The outputs are delayed and added together so that the direct signal
and the reflections are added coherently. A minimum power/distortionless response
(MVDR)-formulation for weighting of the reflections is also presented.
The method requires that the directions of arrival (DOA) and time diﬀerences of
arrival (TDOA) for the reflections are known. In addition the MVDR formulation
requires that the relative reflection strengths are known approximately.
Simulations and measurements in a real room show that the method suppresses
reverberations, interfering sources, and microphone self noise. The direct signal is
not distorted. The method has improved performance compared to the conventional
DAS beamformer given that the reflections used in the beamformer are strong.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Beamforming using microphone arrays
This study investigates a new beamforming method for microphone arrays to increase
speech intelligibility.
A microphone array is a collection of spatially distributed microphones that are
measuring the same sound1 field. Consider a sound source in a given position in
space; the sound will reach each microphone at slightly diﬀerent times due to the
diﬀerences in the length of travel paths. The microphone outputs can be processed
to give information about how the wave field varies in both time and space.
Beamforming is the process of using an array to listen to sound waves from only
one direction at the time. This is also called "spatial filtering". It means that the
sound originating from some part of space is kept undistorted, while sound originating
from other places is suppressed. Some use the word "beamforming" for the process
of using microphone arrays to determine the directions of arrival (DOA) of a source.
This is not what is meant by "beamforming" in this thesis.
The most common beamforming method is the delay and sum (DAS) beamformer.
Chapter 2 oﬀers a more detailed and precise definition, while this is just a short
introduction. Given a direction where the beamformer should be steered towards,
each sensor output is delayed so that sound waves from this direction are aligned
in time. The delayed outputs are then summed together. The sound waves are
added coherently2/constructively and are therefore amplified. Sound from other di-
rections will not be aligned by the sensor delays, and will therefore be added incoher-
ently3/destructively and be suppressed. Figure 1.1 shows how the amplification for
a DAS beamformer varies depending on the direction of the incoming sound. This is
1Sound means pressure waves that are detectable by the human hearing system.[1]
2Coherently means that the signals have no relative delay to each other. This is visible when the
signals are plotted on top of each other; the wave peaks and bottoms are aligned.
3Incoherently means that the signals are delayed relative to each other. When the signals are
plotted on top of each other, the wave peaks and bottoms are not aligned.
1
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called the beampattern. The beam is some part around the steered direction which
amplifies the signal by the same factor, within some tolerance (often 3dB). By ad-
justing the delays, the beam can be electronically steered towards any direction. This
is the main diﬀerence to a highly directional microphone (i.e. a shotgun mic), which
must be steered physically. While the directional microphone can only be steered
towards one position at the time, one single array can be steered towards diﬀerent
positions simultaneous using multiple beamformers.
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Angular axis: Direction of incoming sound [o]
Radial axis: Amplification factor
Figure 1.1: Beampattern for a 5-element array when steered towards 90 . The signal
has a wavelength equal two times the distance between the elements.
Beamforming with microphone arrays has many applications.
• In the industry beamforming is often used for noise analysis. The beam can
be steered towards all positions in a grid. In each point the power of the
beamformer output is mapped, creating an acoustic map. This can tell the
engineers where the noise is coming from and its strength. Such analysis is
used when designings cars, trains and aircrafts [2].
• Microphone arrays are used in auditoriums or in videoconference systems to am-
plify the speech of a talking person, while other sound sources are suppressed.
This can e.g. be useful as an alternative to passing a microphone around at
Q&A sessions [3].
• A microphone array can be used in combination with a video camera for surveil-
lance applications. When a scene is recorded, a visual inspection or automatic
video analysis of the video can give information about which region of space
that is of interest. The beam can then be steered towards that location. The
beamformer will suppress other interfering sources, so that the speech of the
persons of interest becomes more intelligible [3].
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Ethical aspects of beamforming with microphone arrays The possibility
to steer beamformers poses an ethical challenge with respect to privacy. Especially
the possibility to steer the beam on recorded data makes it possible to do extensive
surveillance. Audio surveillance is in some ways more intrusive than regular video
surveillance. Microphone arrays could give governments the possibility to get solid
evidence of criminal actions that would not be possible to achieve in any other way.
At the same time they pose a threat to privacy. It is important that users of this
technology discuss these issues. For the authority it is important to establish legal
regulation for the use of such equipment.
Norwegian law [4] has the same restrictions for audio and video surveillance. In
questions on whether public survailiance is legal or not, it states that there should be
put emphasis of whether the surveillance prevents personal injuries and repeated or
severe criminal actions4. In addition there should be written warnings that specify
that audio is being recorded5. Otherwise the aﬀected persons must give their approval
to the operators of the array.
1.1.1 The history of beamforming with microphone arrays
In the first world war (1914-1918), acoustical arrays were used by the French military
forces to detect enemy aircraft [5]. The arrays were purely analog. They consisted of
tracts acting as microphones. The sound was lead from the tracts, through tubes,
to the ears of an operator. By adjusting the angle and position of the tracts the
operator could detect where the aircraft were coming from.
The first electrical microphone array was proposed by Billingsley and Kinns in 1976 [6,
7]. It was used for noise analysis of Rolls Royce aircraft engines. The array consisted
of 14 microphones positioned along a straight line. The computer analysing the
signals used the DAS algorithm and frequency filters. It produced spectrograms of
frequency and spatial position.
Microphone arrays were in the 70￿s and 80￿s used mainly to analyze noise from trains
[8]. Later they were used to track and explore the noise of flying aircrafts [9]. The
array processing was still done with the conventional DAS algorithm. Much of the
research was focused on the eﬀect of the digital sampling rate and array geometries.
The results from Piet, Michel, and Böhning [10] show that the up-sampling of the
data and the used interpolation method had a great eﬀect on the signal to noise ratio
of the beamforming.
A detailed narrative of the microphone array history is presented in [11].
4From [4], §37 "... for kameraovervåking legges vesentlig vekt på om overvåkingen bidrar til
å verne om liv eller helse eller forebygger gjentatte eller alvorlige straﬀbare handlinger. Kam-
eraovervåking skal kun anses som behandling av sensitive personopplysninger der slike utgjør en
vesentlig del av opplysningene som overvåkingen omfatter."
5From [4], § 40: Ved kameraovervåking på oﬀentlig sted eller sted hvor en begrenset krets av per-
soner ferdes jevnlig, skal det ved skilting eller på annen måte gjøres tydelig oppmerksom på at stedet
blir overvåket, at overvåkingen eventuelt inkluderer lydopptak og hvem som er behandlingsansvarlig.
"
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Adaptive beamformers are based on weighting the diﬀerent array microphones
in an optimal way. This is depending on the characteristics of the observed wave
field. Optimal may mean to achieve minimization of the reverberation, interference
or noise while the signal is kept undistorted. Some techniques worth mentioning
are the Capon beamformer (1969) [12], the Frost beamformer (1972) [13] and the
generalized sidelobe canceller (GSC) (1976) [14]. They have not necessarily been
developed for microphone arrays, but they have all been used for this purpose at
some point.
1.1.2 Microphone arrays in reverberating environments
For most purposes microphone arrays are used in a reverberating environment. This
is an environment with non-absorbing materials, causing the sound to be reflected
from surfaces. The reflections may go back and forth, creating a slowly attenuating
sound field. A room is an example of a reverberating environment. Here the sound is
reflected back and forth between the walls, floor, ceiling and other obstacles. Figure
1.2 shows how the sound travels from the source and via some of the reflections to
the microphones. The DAS beamformer can be steered towards a source, see
Figure 1.2: Propagating sound (grey arrows) emitted from a source (red dot) received
by array microphones (blue triangles) in a two dimensional room (black square). The
figure only shows some of the reflections.
figure 1.1. Reflections reach the array from other directions, outside the beam in the
beampattern. The beamformer suppresses the reflections, as it would do for other
sound sources located in the reflection positions.
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1.2 Research question
The goal of the work presented in this thesis is to create an algorithm for better
speech enhancement using microphone arrays. The new method, called constructive
reflections method (CRM), will be using beams steered towards the reflections in
combination with the beam steered directly at the source. The outputs of the beams
will be delayed according to the diﬀerences in travel path between the direct sound
and the reflections, and the summed together. The research question for this thesis
then becomes:
• Will the new method improve the speech intelligibility compared to the DAS
beamformer?
– If so, how much will the improvement be compared to DAS beamformer?
– Under which conditions will the new method be a better choice of beam-
former than DAS?
– Under which conditions will DAS be the better beamformer?
1.2.1 Definitions for the signal model
The recorded sound from a microphone consists of several components. These com-
ponents are defined as following:
• "Signal" means the direct sound from a source of interest. It appears on the
recording as an attenuated and delayed version of the emitted signal.
• "Reverberation" means the sound emitted from the same source but reflected
from walls, ceiling, floor or other reflecting surfaces. Other names for this are
echoes, reflections and room eﬀects. The key feature of the reverberation is
that it reaches the microphones at a diﬀerent time than the direct signal.
• "Interference" means the sound from other sources than the source of interest,
including the reflections of these sources.
• "Noise" mean sound that is spatially white, i.e. it is uncorrelated for spatially
separated microphones.
1.2.2 Metrics of performance
The signal-ratios; signal to reverberation ratio (SRR), signal to interference ratio
(SIR) and signal to noise ratio (SNR), are chosen as metrics of performance for
this thesis. In research on microphone arrays these are the most common metrics.
Although the signal-ratios are important for speech intelligibility, there are other
metrics that also analyze the "shape" of the reverberation and frequency content
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of the noise and interference. These are more suitable for measuring the speech
intelligibility in a concert hall, PA system or other scenarios.
1.2.3 Hypotheses
As for the DAS algorithm, the reflection beams will be delayed so that the reflected
signals are aligned with the direct signal. This will cause constructive interference.
The reflection beam’s output will be a mix of signal, reverberation, interference, and
noise. It is expected that:
1. The proposed method has higher signal-ratios than DAS.
2. The proposed method will remove the room eﬀects from the emitted source
signal. This will be apparent in a smaller deviation from a flat frequency
response compared to DAS beamformer.
It is also expected that the selection of reflections used in CRM greatly aﬀects the
performance. The hypotheses are that:
3. Some reflections will contribute to higher SRR, some will contribute to a lower
SRR.
4. Some reflections will contribute to higher SIR, some will contribute to a lower
SIR.
5. All reflections will contribute to a lower SNR
To deal with the problem of choosing the right reflections, an adaptive method for
weighting the reflections will be proposed. The algorithm will be based on a mini-
mization of the output power with a distortionless response criterion. This method
is called the minimum power/distortionless response CRM (MVDR-CRM). It is
expected that:
6. The adaptive algorithm will give better and more stable signal-ratios than the
non-adaptive one.
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1.3 Research methods
The main research method selected for this theses is simulations. This allows for
extensive testing of many diﬀerent scenarios compared to measurements which that
each scenario is constructed.
1.3.1 Literature search
A literature search was conducted to see how other methods deals with reverberation.
The searches where done in all the IEEE journals and the Journal of Acoustical
Society of America. Speech enhancement with microphone arrays is a fairly new
concept. The period of interest stretches from the 90’s up to today.
Most of the methods regard the reverberation as stationary interference. The rever-
beration is partly removed from the array output by suppressing it using a beam-
former. There are some who study the eﬀect of it, and others who cancel it out using
inverse filtering or echo cancellation. Only one reference was found to a method that
uses the reflections constructively: The SCENIC-project state "The acoustic Rake
receiver ... aims to add coherently the reflected signals to the direct-path signal in or-
der to improve the output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)."[15] There is a reference to a
paper: “Method for dereverberation and noise reduction using spherical microphone
arrays” by Peled and Rafaely. Here they do this in the spherical harmonics domain
and finds that the method has a "significant dereverberation and noise reduction"
[16, 17]. White noise is added to the microphone outputs.
This thesis presents a similar method but formulated in the time domain. Also this
study investigates how a broader range of parameters aﬀects the performance of the
algorithm.
1.3.2 Simulations
Simulation software allows room impulse responses for rectangular rooms to be calcu-
lated. The simulation parts of the study will investigate how important parameters
like the array size and reverberation time aﬀects the proposed method. The main
part of the research is done with simulations.
1.3.3 Measurements
Measurements are performed to validate the simulations. An array provided by
Squarehead Technology AS [3] consisting of 256 elements is used in an empty rect-
angular room.
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1.3.4 Listening tests
It is possible to perform listening tests on the data acquired from the simulations or
measurements. It requires many observers to produce a statistical significant answer,
which is demanding to realize. For this thesis it has been chosen not to perform
listening tests.
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1.4 Outline of thesis
The structure of the thesis is a slightly modified version of the IMRaD6 outline (In-
troduction, Method, Results [and] Discussion). There is one extra chapter presenting
the mathematical definition and derivations for the proposed methods. The results
are extensive and discussion is interleaved with these results. To avoid repetition
or extensive use of references, the results and the discussions are combined in one
chapter.
Chapter 2: Background lays the mathematical foundation for the coordinate
system, the DAS beamformer, and the signal model. At the end of the chapter, there
is a discussion of the diﬀerences between common speech enhancement methods.
Chapter 3: Method is divided into four sections. It starts with a presentation
go the relevant assumptions. The performance metrics are described and precisely
formulated. After that there are two sections containing information about the sim-
ulation experiment and the real-world experiment.
Chapter 4: The proposed beamformers presents the two developed methods:
constructive reflections method (CRM) and minimum power/distortionless response
CRM (MVDR-CRM). The theoretical array gain for DAS and CRM beamformers
are presented and compared.
Chapter 5: Results and Discussion presents and discuss the important findings
from the simulations and the measurements. The beamformers are tested under
various conditions to get a good overview of their strengths and weaknesses. An
audio sample from the diﬀerent beamformers is available online.
Chapter 6: Review, Summary and Further Work sums up the results and
discussion in light of the hypothesis (presented in chapter 1) and the assumptions
(presented in chapter 3).
Appendix A: MATLAB source code shows the MATLAB code for the imple-
mentation of CRM and MVDR-CRM including supporting functions.
Appendix B: Position of sources oﬀers a description of 500 random source and
interference positions used in some of the simulations. An URL to a MATLAB file
containing the positions is available.
6More can be read in the Wikipedia article on IMRaD; wikipedia.org/wiki/IMRaD.

Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Coordinate systems
Both a room-centered and an array-centered coordinate system is needed. The sim-
ulations are done using a room-centered Cartesian coordinate system. Important
array features, like beamwidth and beampatterns, are often expressed using spher-
ical coordinates centered in the phase center of the array. This section provides a
definition of the two coordinate systems and the translation between them. First the
general spherical and Cartesian coordinate system is explored.
Figure 2.1 shows a point defined in the two coordinate systems.
Figure 2.1: A point defined in the Cartesian and spherical coordinate system.
The translation between Cartesian (~x = (x, y, z)) and spherical (~⌦ = (r, ✓, )) co-
ordinates is in defined in ISO 80000-3:2006 Quantities and units Part 3: Space and
time. The transformation is done with the following operations:
11
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r =
p
x2 + y2 + x2 (2.1)
✓ = cos 1
⇣z
r
⌘
(2.2)
  = tan 1
⇣y
x
⌘
(2.3)
The transitions from spherical to Cartesian coordinates are:
x = r sin ✓ cos  (2.4)
y = r sin ✓ sin  (2.5)
z = r cos ✓ (2.6)
2.1.1 Room-centered coordinate system
For box-shaped rooms, the origin is placed in one of the corners. The west, east,
south and north walls and ceiling and floor are defined with this origin as the basis.
Figure 2.2 shows how this is defined.
Figure 2.2: The diﬀerent surfaces in a box-shape room using a room-centered Cartesian
coordinate system.
The room-centered coordinates is denoted by:
~x = (x, y, z), ~⌦ = (r, ✓,  )
For other room geometries, the origin and orientation can be arbitrarily chosen.
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2.1.2 array-centered coordinate system
An array must have a defined phase center (~xphase center), front side direction, and
top side direction in order to define an array-centered coordinate system. The top
side direction must be normal to the front side direction. Figure 2.3 shows an array
positioned in the two coordinate systems.
Figure 2.3: An array (blue triangles) in the room-centered coordinate system (x, y, z)
and the array-centered coordinate system (x0, y0, z0).
The front side direction is parallel to the z0-axis and the top side direction is parallel
to x0-axis. The array-centered coordinates are marked with 0:
~x0 = (x0, y0, z0), ~⌦0 = (r0, ✓0,  0)
The origin is positioned in the phase center of the array:
~x0phase center , (0, 0, 0) (2.7)
The room-centered coordinate for the phase center is the mean position vector for
the microphones in the array:
~xphase center =
1
M
M 1X
m=0
~xm (2.8)
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2.1.3 Transformation between the coordinate systems
The transformation from ~x (room-centered) to ~x0(array-centered) consists of
• a rotation around the x axis with the rotation  
• a rotation around the y axis with the rotation  
• a rotation around the z axis with the rotation ↵
• translation from (0, 0, 0) to ~xphase center
The array-centered coordinates as a function of the room-centered:
~x0 = ~xRx( )Ry( )Rz(↵)T (~xphase center) (2.9)
And the room-centered coordinates as a function of the array-centered:
~x = ~x0 (Rx( )Ry( )Rz(↵)T (~xphase center)) 1 (2.10)
where
Rx(✓) =
24 1 0 00 cos ✓   sin ✓
0 sin ✓ cos ✓
35
Ry(✓) =
24 cos ✓ 0 sin ✓0 1 0
  sin ✓ 0 cos ✓
35
Rx(✓) =
24 cos ✓   sin ✓ 0sin ✓ cos ✓ 0
1 0 0
35
T (~x) =
24 1 0 0 ~xx1 0 0 ~xy
1 0 0 ~xz
35
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2.2 Wave propagation
This section gives a brief overview of some selected parts of wave physics that are
important for sound waves.
2.2.1 Wave equation
The behavior of waves is governed by the wave equation:
@2p
@~x2
=
1
c2
@2p
@t2
(2.11)
where p is the pressure and c is the wave speed. A general solution1 to the wave
equation is the monochromatic wave2:
p(~x, t) = A exp {i(!t  ~k˙~x)} (2.12)
where A is the amplitude of the wave, i the imaginary unit, ! the (temporal) fre-
quency and ~k the wave number.
2.2.2 Reflection and transmission
When a sound wave in one medium travels to another medium, both reflection and
transmission can occur, see figure 2.4. The angle (✓1) of the incoming wave is equal
to the angle of the reflected wave. The angle of the transmitted wave (✓2) follows
Descartes’s law of sines:
sin ✓1
c1
=
sin ✓2
c2
(2.13)
where c1 and c2 are the wave speeds in the two mediums.
The amount of reflection and transmission is dependent on the incident angle of
the sound wave and the properties of the two mediums. The reflection coeﬃcient is
defined by the Fresnel equation:
R =
✓
Z2 cos ✓1   Z1 cos ✓1
Z2 cos ✓2 + Z1 cos ✓2
◆2
(2.14)
where Z = ⇢c, ✓ is the angles (see figure 2.4) and the subscripts 1 and 2 denotes
the two media. ⇢ is the density of the material and c is the wave speed. If the next
material is denser than the previous (c2 > c1), the reflected wave is phase shifted by
180 .
1Fourier series shows that any continuous signal can be constructed by a sum of monochromatic
waves with diﬀerent frequencies and phases.
2A monochromatic wave is a wave consisting of only one frequency
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Figure 2.4: The angle of an incoming, reflected and transmitted wave.
2.2.3 Diﬀraction
Waves that encounter obstacles can bend around them. Wright gives a more precise
definition in “Fundamentals of Diﬀraction”: "Diﬀraction is the change in direction of
propagation of a wave front due to the presence of an obstacle or discontinuity (with
no change in velocity)" [19]. Diﬀraction only occurs when the size of the object is at
the same order of size as the wavelength. Figure 2.5 shows the diﬀraction of a wave
encountering a slit.
Figure 2.5: Waves encountering a slit. Left: the slit is large compared to the wavelength.
Right: the slit is small compared to the wavelength. Source: SMK Bandar Utama
Damansara
Diﬀraction is a "low frequency" phenomenon. If we assume that a signal only contains
waves with small wavelength compared to the geometries of the environment, we can
neglect the eﬀect of diﬀraction.
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2.3 Sound and acoustics
The earth’s atmosphere holds a normal pressure around 101.325 kPa. The pressure
is depending on temperature, height above sea level and the composition of the air
[20]. Audible sound waves are small perturbations in this pressure with frequencies
from 20 Hz up to 20 kHz.
2.3.1 The decibel scale
The decibel scale is often used to describe the amplitude of sound pressure.
Lp = 10 log
✓
p2rms
p20
◆
(2.15)
The decibel scale is a relative scale. A reference level always needs to be specified. In
this case the reference value is p0 = 20µPa. prms is the root mean squared pressure.
This is calculated using the observed pressure p(t) for a time period of T :
prms(t) =
s
1
T
Z t+T/2
t T/2
p(t)2dt (2.16)
The lowest audible sounds are around 0 dB (20µ Pa), while exposure to sound at a
140 dB (200 Pa) will give immediate damage to the ear [21].
2.3.2 Room acoustics
Room acoustics is the theory of how sound behaves in a room. When sound is
travelling from a source to a receiver, the eﬀect of a room can be viewed as a finite
impulse response (FIR) filter. The direct sound from the source to the receiver will
be a delayed and attenuated version of the emitted signal, while the reflections from
walls and other obstacles are delayed and attenuated versions of the direct signal.
2.3.3 Room impulse response
As for any filter, the room filter is characterized by its impulse response (IR) called
the room impulse response (RIR). For a source q and a receiver m we define the
impulse response as hq,m(t). Figure 2.6 shows a simple RIR.
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Figure 2.6: A simple sketch of a RIR.
The diﬀerent parts of the RIR are:
• The first spike in the RIR is the direct sound. It is delayed by the time the
sound uses to travel from the source to the receiver.
• The first spikes following the direct sound are the early reflections. Plotting
the RIR with a high enough sampling rate, they can often be visually separated
from the rest of the RIR. They originate from sound traveling via one or more
reflecting surfaces to the receiver. They will have lower amplitudes than the
direct sound due to geometrical spreading, absorption at the reflecting surfaces
and attenuation in the air [22]. The reflected sound has traveled longer than
the direct sound, so the spikes will appear after the direct sound. Reflections
at hard surfaces gives a phase shift. If a phase-shifted signal encounters a
second reflection at a hard surface, the signal is shifted back again. The early
reflections can therefore be seen as both negative and positive spikes in the RIR
• When the sound is reflected many times, the spikes can not be separated from
each other. This is the reverberation field. There is no hard limit between
the early reflections and the reverberation field. The reverberation field will be
decaying due to the loss of energy at each reflection. To describe this decay the
reverberation time is used. It is defined as the time it takes for the reverberation
sound to drop to -60dB compared to the direct sound, T60.
Dereverberation The process of removing the eﬀect of the RIR is often called
dereverberation. A completly dereverberated RIR will only consist of single impulse.
Order of reflection is the number of reflections that have occurred before the
sound reaches the microphone.
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2.3.4 Absorbing materials
The materials of the walls have a great impact on the amount of sound that is
reflected. This will directly aﬀect the reverberation time. To control the acoustics in
a room it is common to install absorbing materials on the walls and ceiling. A hard
surface, made of concrete, metal or thick glass, reflects almost 100% of the sound
energy. A soft material, like a curtain or a padded chair, would absorb some of the
sound energy. The absorption is in most cases frequency dependent. A common
measure of the absorption is the absorption coeﬃcient, defined as:
↵ =
p
1 R2 (2.17)
where R is the amplitude of the reflected sound compared to the amplitude of the in-
coming sound. Lab measured absorption values for some common building materials
are listed in table 2.1.
Absorbtion value
Materials/Frequency band 125 250 500 100 2000 4000
Glass, window pane 0.35 0.25 0.18 0.12 0.07 0.04
Wooden walls 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.05
Concrete 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Plywood 0.60 0.30 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09
Acoustic tile in ceiling 0.10 0.25 0.55 0.65 0.65 0.60
Seat with cloth-cover 0.20 0.35 0.55 0.65 0.60 0.60
Table 2.1: Some selected absorption values for common building materials [23].
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2.4 Speech and hearing
2.4.1 Speech
The human speech is generated by air flowing from the lungs and to the mouth, see
figure 2.7. The body uses muscles in the chest, diaphragm and stomach to push the
air out from the lungs. The air travels past the larynx and vocal chords. These
organs modulate the flowing air with vibrations. This is where the body regulates
the pitch or tone of the voice. The air goes through the mouth and the nasal cavity.
These organs can be opened and closed, changing their internal volume or shape, and
thereby creating an acoustical filter. The diﬀerent vowels are made here. The tongue,
teeth, and lips generate the consonants by closing and opening the mouth, creating
turbulence through the teeth or tongue. The result is sound waves propagating from
the mouth that we observe as speech [23]. The speech spectrum, see figure 2.8, is
Figure 2.7: A sectional view of the head, showing the important elements of the voice
mechanism. Source: Fundamentals of Acoustics [23].
mainly between 100Hz to 3500 Hz with the peak frequency around 300 Hz. The
female voice has higher pitch than the male voice [23].
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Figure 2.8: Long-term male speech spectrum. The plot is reproduced from a plot found
in Speech Intelligibility - A JBL professional Technial Note [24].
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2.4.2 Hearing
The human perception of sound happens in the inner and outer ear. It is a complex
process and more details can be found in [23]. The head has two ears and the human
brain uses these to achieve directional hearing. Shadowing from the head and the
relative time diﬀerence between each ear are used to locate where sounds come from
in the horizontal plane.
Figure 2.9: Sketch of the ear. Source: Fundamentals of Acoustics [23].
In each ear the sound roughly goes through three stages, see figure 2.9:
• The sound is diﬀracted and reflected in the outer ear (pinna and the auditory
canal). The sound changes frequency content depending on the direction of the
sound. This makes it possible to detect where the sound is coming from in the
vertical plane.
• In the middle ear (eardrum and ossicles) the sound energy is transformed to
mechanical vibrations.
• In the inner ear the vibrations are lead to the basilar membrane in the cochlea.
This membrane resonates at diﬀerent spatial positions according to the fre-
quency content of the sound. Nerves detect the vibrations at the diﬀerent
locations on the membrane and send nerve signals to the brain.
To compare how sound levels aﬀect human hearing, it is common to use weighting
filters where the frequency components are weighted according to the sensitivity of
the ear. A weighting is the most common psychophysical weighting for audio.
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2.4.3 Speech intelligibility
Speech intelligibility is defined as the percentage of correctly observed words or sen-
tences. Figure 2.10 shows how the intelligibility increases when the A-weighted SNR
increases. Figure 2.11 shows which frequency bands are most important for intel-
ligibility. The speech spectrum consists of a considerable amount of low frequency
components that do not contribute much to increased speech intelligibility, see figure
2.8.
Figure 2.10: Speech intelligibility as a function of signal-to-noise ratios. Source: Fun-
damentals of Acoustics [23].
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Figure 2.11: Octave-band contributions to speech intelligibility. The plot is reproduced
from a plot found in Speech Intelligibility - A JBL professional Technial Note [24].
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2.5 Delay and sum (DAS) beamformer
The signal emitted from a source will arrive at each (m) element in the array with a
slightly diﬀerent time delay ⌧m (figure 2.12).
Figure 2.12: The time the sound uses from a source (xsource) to a receiver (xm) based
on the length of the travel path where c is the wave speed.
This corresponds to the distance between each sensor and the source. If the source
emits a signal s(t), assuming that there is no air absorption and both the source and
sensors are omnidirectional3, the output at the m-th sensor will be:
ym(t) =
1
||~xm   ~xsource||2 s(t  ⌧m) (2.18)
where ~xm is the position of the element and ~xsource is the position of the source.
2.5.1 Mathematical formulation
The DAS beamformer first delays the signal at each sensor to contract the propaga-
tion delay:
⌧m =
||~xm   ~xsource||
c
This makes the signal from the source align on all the microphone outputs. The
beamformer sums the outputs, and the signals are added coherently. Signals emitted
from sources at diﬀerent locations will be added incoherently. Each sensor could
3Omnidirectional means that the sensors have the same sensitivity to waves arriving from all
directions. When the word, omnidirectional, is used about sound sources, it means that the radiate
the sound equally in all directions.
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also be weighted diﬀerently, with the weights wm. The output of the weighted DAS
beamformer is defined as:
z(t) =
M 1X
m=0
wmym(t+ ⌧m) (2.19)
Normalized weights The amplitude of the signal component on the DAS output
should be equal to the amplitude of the signal component on a single microphone.
This is what is called distortionless response and makes the outputs directly com-
parable. To achieve this, the weights are normalized by dividing each weight by the
sum of all the weights so that
P
mwm = 1.
Front and top side directions For a general array the front side and top side
directions can be freely chosen, under the constraint that they are normal to each
other. For some common array geometries it makes sense to define them. Figure
2.13 shows how these array properties are defined for a uniform linear array (ULA)
and a uniform rectangular array (URA).
Figure 2.13: The front side and top side directions for a ULA (left) and URA (right).
The microphone elements are marked with blue.
Array size The array size, D, determines many important features of the beam-
former. For a ULA the array size is simply the length of the array. For arrays in
2D/3D, the length and geometries in all the directions are important.
Near-field far-field limit It is common to separate between near-field and far-
field. In the near-field the wave fronts are observed as curved over the array, see
figure 2.14. This happens when the source is close to the array. When the source
is far away from the array, the wave fronts become more and more planar over the
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array. The far-field is when the waves are approximately planar within a tolerance
depending on the application. The far-field limit is given by:
r >
D2
n 
(2.20)
where n = 1, 2, 4 and D is the array size. The variable n depends on the chosen
tolerance: 116 ,
1
6 , or
1
4 .
Figure 2.14: A source (red dot) radiates the signal, the wave fronts are visualized with
the gray lines, observed by an array (blue triangles). Left: the source is in the near-field.
Middle: the source is somewhere between the near- and far-field. Right: the source is
in the far-field.
2.5.2 Beampattern
The beampattern describes how the signal is amplified as a function of the direction
of the incoming signal. It is calculated by the formula:
W (~k) =
X
m
wme
i~k·~xm (2.21)
where ~k is the wavenumber vector, m is the sensor index and ~xm is the distance from
each sensor to the origin of an arbitrarily chosen coordinate system. The beamformer
creates a spatial filter, and the weights can be used to manipulate the beampattern
in the same manner as filter coeﬃcients are used to manipulate an ordinary filter.
The beampattern for a ULA is a sinc, see figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: The beampattern for a DAS beamformer on a ULA with 10 mic. d =  2
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Zeros There are dips in the beampattern. At these locations there is full cancella-
tion of the incoming signal. This is called "zeros".
Mainlobe - sidelobe ratio There are two important properties of a beampattern;
one is the mainlobe - sidelobe ratio. This tells us how much the system amplifies
the source of interest compared to interfering signals. Figure 2.16 shows how the
mainlobe - sidelobe ratio can be found from the beampattern.
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Figure 2.16: The main-lobe - side-lobe ratio is visualized by the distance between the
two black lines, here 13 dB.
Beamwidth The other important feature of the beampattern is the width of the
main lobe at -3db (half maximum in non dB-scale). This gives the spatial resolution
of the beamformer, as shown in figure 2.17. The resolution depends on the geometry
of the array, but for regular arrays the 3dB beamwidth can be approximated by:
sin(✓) ⇡  
D
(2.22)
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Figure 2.17: The -3dB beamwidth is the distance between the two black lines.
Grating lobes If the wavelength is less than twice the spacing between the array
elements, spatial aliasing will occur. This can be observed as grating lobes in the
beampattern, see figure 2.18. It means that the sound arriving from the location
of a grating lobe will be "leaking" into the output unsuppressed. The system has
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to follow the Nyquist sampling criterion to avoid grating lobes in the beampattern,
where  min is the smallest wavelength in the observed signal:
 min   2d (2.23)
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Figure 2.18: Grating lobes in the beampattern. d = 1.3 
2.5.3 Vector notation
Consider the output of the DAS beamformer, equation 2.19. When the sensor outputs
ym are properly delayed, the beamformer can be written using vector notation:
z(t) = wHy(t) (2.24)
where
w =
26664
w0
w1
...
wM 1
37775, y(t) =
26664
y0(t+ ⌧˜0)
ym1(t+ ⌧˜1)
...
yM 1(t+ ⌧˜M 1)
37775
The power output of the DAS beamformer is the absolute value squared:
P = |z|2 = zz⇤ = wHyy⇤w = wHRw (2.25)
where R is the covariance matrix of y.
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2.6 The reverberant signal model
2.6.1 Image source method
The image source method for room acoustics was proposed by Allen and Berkley in
April 1979 [25]. It is also widely used in other areas of physics. It provides a con-
ceptually easy and computationally fast method for simulating room acoustics. The
drawback is that it does not model diﬀraction, i.e. it is a high frequency approxima-
tion.
The main idea is that a source and a reflection can be seen as a source and its mirror
image source, see figure 2.19. The source mirrored over the reflecting surface is the
image source. It emits a 180  phase shifted version of the signal from the original
source. The signal is attenuated by the absorption in the air and the reflecting
surface. In addition the image source will be placed further away from the receiver,
and experience more attenuation due to geometrical spreading.
(a) A receiver (blue triangle) observing the
direct and reflected signal from the source
(red dot).
(b) A receiver (blue triangle) observing a
source (red dot) and the first order image
source (hollow red dot).
Figure 2.19: A simple image source method example.
If there are multiple reflecting surfaces, there will be correspondingly many first
order reflections. Each reflection can be described by an image source of the source
mirrored over the reflecting surfaces. Second order reflections are modeled by image
sources of the first-order image sources. Third order reflections are image sources
of the second order image sources, and so on. The signal is phase shifted 180  for
each reflection. The observed signal ym(t) will be the sum of all the J image sources
(including the original source), emitting the signal s(t):
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ym(t) =
J 1X
0
pjAj,m s(t  ⌧m,j) (2.26)
where ⌧m,j is the delay between the m-th sensor and the j-th image source. pj is the
phase shift associated with the j-th image source and the phase shift pj will either be
1 or -1. Aj,m is the amplitudes of the signal observed at the microphones, it consist
of the attenuations in the reflections Rj and the loss due to geometrical spreading.
We assume that there is no air absorption. The amplitude factors becomes:
Aj,m =
Rj⇣
|| ~xm   ~ˆxj ||
⌘2 (2.27)
If the image sources is far away from the array, compared to the array size, the
amplitudes can be considered as equal on all elements, Aj,m ⇡ Aj . We define the
collection of J image sources to be unordered except for j = 0 which is the original
source. Theoretically J =1. Since the reflection amplitudes drop, we can consider
only a finite number of image sources, while neglecting the rest.
A visual impression of the first and second order image sources in a 2D room are
shown in figure 2.20. The figure shows that as the order of reflections increases, the
image sources are spread around in the room.
Figure 2.20: An array (blue triangles) observing the image sources (red hollow dots)
for a source (red dot) in a room (black). Only image sources with an order up to 2 are
visualized, the first order image sources are marked with a blue cross.
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2.6.2 Signal model
Recall the definitions of the diﬀerent components of the sound-field oﬀered in section
1.2.1. The output ym of a microphone element m consists of four components:
• signal (ysm) - the direct sound from the source of interest
• reverberation (yrm) - the reflections of the source of interest (the image sources)
• interference (yim) - interfering sources, including their reflections
• noise (ynm) - spatially white noise
ym(t) = y
s
m(t) + y
r
m(t) + y
i
m(t) + y
n
m(t) (2.28)
The signal is the direct sound:
ysm(t) = A0s0(t  ⌧m) (2.29)
The reverberation can be expressed using the image source method (equation 2.26):
yrm(t) =
J 1X
j=1
Aj pj s0(t  ⌧m,j) (2.30)
and the sum of the signal and reverberation is the emitted sound s0(t) convolved
with the RIR for the source of interest and the m-th element, h0,m(t):
ysm(t) + y
r
m(t) = s0(t) ⇤ h0,m(t) =
J 1X
j=0
Aj pj s0(t  ⌧m,j) (2.31)
The interference is the sum over all the other sources, convolved with their respective
RIRs:
yim(t) =
Q 1X
q=1
sq(t) ⇤ hq,m(t) (2.32)
2.6.3 Vector notation
By delaying the outputs with the delay ⌧˜m and dropping the time-notation, the signal
model can be expressed using vector notation:
y = ys + yr + y i + yn (2.33)
where y =
26664
y0(t  ⌧˜m)
y1(t  ⌧˜m)
...
yM 1(t  ⌧˜m)
37775.
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2.7 Concepts for speech enhancement
This section will give a short overview of common techniques for speech enhancement
based on the signal model. The overview will be given on a conceptual level, but
some references to more in-depth studies is presented. The perfect method will keep
the signal and suppress everything else, so that the output becomes:
z = ys +B(yr + yi + yn) (2.34)
where 0  B << 1.
2.7.1 Conventional beamforming
The first method is the DAS beamformer. It adds the signal from each output
constructively and "smears" out the other components.
z = ys +wH(yr + y i + yn) (2.35)
The weighting function could be uniform or some sort of window function. Conven-
tional (DAS) beamforming has proved to be a good and robust method for derever-
beration [26, 27].
2.7.2 Adaptive beamforming
In adaptive beamforming the weights are used to create the filter that minimizes the
reflections, interference and noise while keeping the signal intact. The beampattern
is adapted to the particular sound field. The Capon and GSC beamformers are
both variants of this technique [12, 14]. These methods achieve a large increase in
the signal-ratios when there is no correlated sound present. Reflections from walls
are correlated with the direct sound, causing trouble for the adaptive beamformers.
There are several ways of improving the beamformers for correlated signals.
2.7.3 Inverse filtering the room impulse response
Inverse filtering is based on the fact that the signal and reflection are the emitted
signal convolved with a filter, the RIR. If the RIR is known or is possible to estimate,
then an inverse filter (hˆ 10,m) can be created for each sensor to remove the eﬀect of the
RIR.
z = (ysm + y
r
m + y
i
m + y
n
m) ⇤ hˆ 10,m (2.36)
Full de-reverberation is hard and in some cases impossible to achieve with inverse
filtering. Inverse filtering with respect to the RIR may have unknown eﬀects on the
noise and interference. If there is a high level of noise and interference, compared to
the signal and reflections, this must be considered in the design of the filter.
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Inverse filtering + beamforming It is possible to use an inverse filter on each
element in a microphone array before the beamforming is applied. The output be-
comes:
z = wH
⇣
(ys + yr + y i + yn) ⇤ hˆ 1
⌘
(2.37)
where hˆ 1 is a vector containing all hˆ 10,m. This has the advantage of removing
some of the reverberation by inverse filtering, and then suppressing the remaining
reverberation along with the interference and noise. A pre-requisition is that the
inverse filter does not change the relative time-delays between the signals.
Beamforming + inverse filtering Another option is to use a filter on the beam-
former output. The inverse filter for the RIR viewed through the beamformer, hˆ 1
is applied:
z = wH(ys + yr + y i + yn) ⇤ hˆ 1 (2.38)
The advantage of doing beamforming prior to inverse filtering is that there is only
one filter operation needed, which is more computationally eﬃcient.
2.7.4 Echo cancellation
In most cases it is not possible to estimate the full RIR without doing measurements,
and even then it is hard to create a good inverse filter. A possibility is to just estimate
the most prominent reflections and create a filter that removes these. An echo is a
delayed and attenuated copy of the original signal. If this delay and attenuation
is known, a simple filter could remove this echo. This is called echo cancellation
and is a variant of inverse filtering. If multiple echoes should be removed, then a
more advanced filter is needed. There also exist adaptive filters that automatically
estimate the delay and attenuation factors [28].
Echo cancellation + beamforming As for the inverse filtering, echo cancellation
is more eﬀective before beamforming is applied to the microphone outputs. This is
because the reflections are more prominent before beamforming.
Beamforming + echo cancellation After the beamforming, the prominent echoes
have been added incoherently by the beamformer. This makes it harder to achieve the
same eﬀect as removing the echoes before beamforming since they are less prominent.
2.7.5 Noise filtering
In noise cancellation a filter hnm is created to remove the noise. hnm is created such
that ynm ⇤ hnm = 0. The filter could be based on some a priori knowledge about the
noise characteristics or an adaptive filter. The output would become:
z = (ysm + y
r
m + y
i
m + y
n
m) ⇤ hnm (2.39)
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Noise filtering + beamforming Noise filtering in advance of beamforming can
be done:
z = wH
 
(ys + yr + y i + yn) ⇤ hn  (2.40)
where hn is a vector containing all the m cancellation filters hnm. The DAS beam-
former has a factor of M higher SNR relative to the single sensor, assuming that the
noise is uncorrelated in time. If the remaining noise after filtering is correlated in
time, the SNR gain of the beamformer would decrease. A better option would be to
apply the noise filter after beamforming.
Beamforming + noise filtering If beamforming were applied before the noise
filtering, some noise reduction would occur in the beamformer. The noise filter would
then work on the remaining noise:
z = wH
 
ys + yr + y i + yn
  ⇤ hn (2.41)
hn is created such that wHyn ⇤ hn = 0.
2.7.6 Interference filtering
Interference filtering for a single microphone is similar to noise filtering. If the inter-
ference is stationary and the emitted signal is possible to estimate, a filter him can be
created such that yim ⇤ him = 0. The diﬀerence between the interference cancellation
and the noise cancellation is that the interference includes the reverberation, which
is room dependent.
z = (ysm + y
r
m + y
i
m + y
n
m) ⇤ him (2.42)
Interference filtering + beamforming Some filter could be applied in advance
of beamforming. Beamforming, however, is very capable for removing interference.
A zero in the beampattern could be placed at the location of the interfering source
and nearly complete interference cancellation for a narrow band could be achieved.

Chapter 3
Method
3.1 Assumptions
Some assumptions have been made prior to the experiments. These are as follows:
Scope
1. We want to enhance speech which is band limited between 100Hz and 3500Hz.
2. The goal is to listen to a source, not determine DOA.
Sound sources
3. The sources are stationary, i.e. they do not move within the timeframe in which
they are observed.
4. There is no air absorption present. (This is a fair assumption for the selected
frequency range [22].)
5. The sound emitted from the source of interest is uncorrelated with the sound
emitted from interfering sources.
6. The source is omnidirectional.
7. Spatial position of the source of interest is known.
Environment
8. The environment is stationary, meaning that reflecting surfaces do not move
and the wave speed is constant.
9. The spatial positions of the image sources of the source of interest are known.
10. The absorption coeﬃcients for the room are frequency independent.
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Microphone array
11. The array has omnidirectional microphone elements.
12. The array is working and there are no defective elements in the array.
13. The array is well sampled (d   min2 ).
Other
14. The sampling rate is high enough to get a precise delay, Fs   10fmax. (More
on this in [29, 30]) .
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3.2 Metrics of performance
The goal of the beamformer is to increase the speech intelligibility of a source of
interest. In this section several metrics of performance are presented and discussed.
3.2.1 Signal to noise, interference and reflections ratio
A commonly used set of metrics for the performance of a beamformer is the signal-
ratios. For the signal model used in this thesis it makes sense to have one signal-
ratio for each component of unwanted sound: signal to noise ratio (SNR), signal to
interference ratio (SIR) and signal to reverberation ratio (SRR). They are defined
as the power ratios between the signal and the other component:
SRR =
Psignal
Preverberation
=
E{|zsignal|2}
E{|zreverberation|2} (3.1)
SIR =
Psignal
Pinterference
=
E{|zsignal|2}
E{|zinterference|2} (3.2)
SNR =
Psignal
Pnoise
=
E{|zsignal|2}
E{|znoise|2} (3.3)
where E{} is the statistical expectation operator.
The minimum power/distortionless response CRM (MVDR-CRM) algorithm mini-
mizes the unwanted sounds while keeping the signal undistorted. This is equivalent
of maximizing the signal to reverberation, interference and noise ratio (SRINR):
SRINR =
Psignal
Pnoise
=
E{|zsignal|2}
E{|znoise + zinterference + zreverberation|2} (3.4)
Separation of signal, reverberation, interference and noise In order to cal-
culate the signal-ratios, the diﬀerent components need to be separated.
Simulated data In a simulated setting, the source, interference and noise com-
ponents can simply be turned oﬀ. These sound components can be used in the
beamformer separately, see figure 3.1. To separate the signal and reverberation from
each other, the RIRs from the source to the array microphones are needed. First
the simulation software generates the RIRs for a given source. The RIRs are used
in the selected beamformer. The output is a single beamformed RIR. The highest
peak in the RIR is the signal and the other peaks are the reverberation (It would
also makes sense to define the first peak in the RIR as the signal since the direct
sound is the first to reach the array. However, on the beamformed output this is
not necessarily the case. This is why the highest peak is chosen rather than the first
peak). The signal and reverberation can be separated into two RIRs, see figure 3.2.
The last step is to convolve the RIRs with the source signal. Note that the adaptive
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method, MVDR-CRM, always calculates its weights on the entire recorded sound.
When beamforming the diﬀerent components of the sound, these weights are used.
Beamformer
Source RIR
Signal (direct) RIR
Reverberation RIR
Source signal
*
*
Beamformer
Interference
Beamformer
Noise
Signal
Reverberation
Interference
Noise
Figure 3.1: Separation of signal, reflection, interference and noise in a simulated setting.
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Reverberation IR
Seperation of signal and reflection
Figure 3.2: An impulse response recorded using a beamformer. The peak (marked with
red) represents the signal. The rest are reverberation.
Measured data In the lab-measurements it is not possible to turn oﬀ the noise,
since it is generated by the microphones. The interference (which is unwanted sound
sources positioned in space) partly consists of sound arriving from ventilation systems,
which is also not possible to turn oﬀ. The solution is to:
• Record the source RIR by using the swept sine method1 The noise will degrade
the swept sine analysis. This introduces a small error.
• Record the noise and interference together, and treat them as compound noise/in-
terference.
1The swept sine method for measuring IRs where proposed by [31]. A MATLAB implementation
made by [32] where used.
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• Separate the signal from the reverberation by cutting out the highest peak of
the RIR and convolving with a source signal (as for the simulated case).
This makes it possible to calculate the SRINR metric for the measurements. The
SNR and SIR components are not possible to calculate for the chosen test setup.
3.2.2 Measuring speech intelligibility
Speech intelligibility is defined as the percentage of words or sentences that are cor-
rectly perceived by a listener [23]. This is can be evaluated using listening tests, but
it requires a large number of test persons. There are many metrics available to objec-
tively determine the speech intelligibility [33]. Meyer-Sound gives an brief overview
at their webpage [34]. They state that there are two main categories of objective
metrics for speech intelligibility.
1. Analysis of the reverberation.
2. Analysis of the signal to noise ratio.
The speech transmission index for public address systems (STIPA) method is of
the latter category and is the most popular. It fits the subjective tests well, but
assumes that the noise and interference is white. Experiments show that the high
energy in the early part of the reverberation, about the first 50ms, increases the
speech intelligibility [35]. The early to late ratio (ELR) metrics includes this eﬀect.
It divides the RIR into a early part, and a late part. The early part is the first 50ms
of the impulse response and the late part is the rest. Like for the signal-ratios, it is
possible to define the early-ratios for the three types of unwanted sound:
ELR =
Pearly
Plate
=
E{|zearly|2}
E{|zlate|2} (3.5)
EIR =
Pearly
Pinterference
=
E{|zearly|2}
E{|zinterference|2} (3.6)
ENR =
Pearly
Pnoise
=
E{|zearly|2}
E{|znoise|2} (3.7)
The early to interference ratio (EIR) and early to noise ratio (ENR) needs to be
verified against listening tests to be certain that they do measure the speech intelli-
gibility. Still they will give a good measure of the performance of the beamformers
relative to each other. Figure 3.3 shows how the early part of the RIR is separated
in the same manner as for the signal and reverberation.
While the signal-ratios are closer connected to the methods (beamformers), the early-
ratios are closer connected to the applications (speech enhancement).
For this thesis it was chosen to use the signal-ratios as the main metric since it is
the most commonly used for microphone array beamforming. There is one exception
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Figure 3.3: A impulse response recorded using a beamformer. The peak (marked with
red) represents the early part. This is the signal peak ±25ms. The rest is reflections.
in the discussion chapter where the early-ratios are used as a complement to the
signal-ratios.
3.2.3 Reference level
For power estimates it is common to use the decibel scale. This requires a reference
level. For this report the reference level is always the microphone in the array that
is positioned closest to the source. For example:
SNRincrease, dB = SNRbeamformer, dB   SNRelement, dB
This gives an impression of how much better the array beamformer is relative to
using a single microphone.
3.2.4 Reference method
The new method is compared to the DAS method. This is the most widely used
method and is clearly defined. Since CRM is using DAS beams it can be seen as an
extension of DAS.
The DAS beamformer use uniform weighting for the outputs. It would, however,
be possible to use a better weighting in the DAS beamformer. Either some sort
of windowing function making the sidelobe levels lower or by positioning zeros in
the position of strong reflections and interference. The reflections beams used in
CRM could also position a zero in the position of the direct sound and other strong
reflections and interferences. Both of these methods would increase the performance
for both CRM and DAS substantially.
Another option would be to compare against an adaptive beamformer. Many adap-
tive beamformers have problems with correlated signals [5]. Reflections are correlated
with the direct signal, this makes the use of adaptive beamformers complicated.
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Since the same beams are used in both DAS and CRM it is expected that the per-
formance of DAS directly aﬀects the CRM beamformer. constructive reflections
method (CRM) can be used with any steerable beamformer. This makes the choice
of reference method less important since it directly aﬀects the performance of CRM.
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3.3 Simulations
There is an unlimited number of possible source and array positions, room sizes and
absorption coeﬃcients that can be chosen. The test setup is chosen to resemble a
realistic use-case for a microphone array.
Two test cases have been selected, one with a single reflecting surface and one with a
more realistic full room. A third room has been simulated to compare with the real
measurements. This room is presented in the following Measurements section 3.4.
All the simulated results in chapter 5 have been created by these three simulations.
The parameters used in the simulations are those that are listed here. If there is a
deviation from this, it is stated in the figure text.
3.3.1 Test setup 1: Single reflection
The single reflection is the simplest case. This setup is chosen to be able to investigate
how fundamental parameters, like the array size and reflection strength, aﬀect the
proposed algorithm.
The RIRs are analytically calculated using the time delays associated with the travel
length. The reflection strength observed at the array is set to A1 = 0.68A0, where
A0 is the strength of the direct arrival. All the microphones observe the same signal.
Figure 3.4 shows a visualization of the test setup.
Figure 3.4: The single reflection test setup with only one reflecting surface (black line).
Room The room is a large room where all the walls have total absorption, except
for the east wall. The width of the room is 50m. Due to restrictions in the simulation
software, the simulations are performed in the z = 0.5m plane. This has no practical
impact on the results.
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The image sources used in CRM and MVDR-CRM are the direct sound and the
single reflection.
Source and interference positions
• Source position: ~xsource = (0 m, 40 m, 0.5 m).
This is 3.6  from the array normal.
• Interference position: ~xinterference = (40 m, 40 m, 0.5 m).
This is  43.2  from the array normal.
The array is a ULA with 100 elements positioned along the x-axis at y = 0.05m, z =
0.5 m. The phase center is positioned at ~xphase center = (2.5 m, 0.05 m, 0.5 m) and
the element spacing is d = 0.05 m, making the array size D = 4.95 m. This is an
unrealistically large microphone array. Still it serves its purpose, to investigate the
basic features of the beamformers.
The emitted signals are monochromatic waves:
s0(t) = A0cos(  c
 
2⇡t) (3.8)
and the emitted interfering signal is
s1(t) = A1cos( 0.99 c
 
2⇡t) (3.9)
where the factor 0.99 is added to ensure that the two signals are uncorrelated.
The noise is Gaussian white noise, uncorrelated in time and from element to ele-
ment. In MATLAB this is created with the command:
1 noise = wgn(M, N, power);
where M is the number of elements and N is the number of samples in time. The
SNR observed at the microphones is set to 63 dB.
Simulation settings
• Sample rate: Fs = 44100 Hz
• Wave speed: c = 343 m/s
• Simulation length: T = 5 s
• Lambda:   = 2d
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3.3.2 Test setup 2: A small room
The second test case is designed to imitate a more realistic scenario for a microphone
array. This setup oﬀers an infinite number of reflections. Most of the experiments
presented are performed with this setup. The room dimensions and absorption coef-
ficients are common for a meeting room or small classroom. The array is placed on
one of the walls, see figure 3.5.
Array
Source
Interference
Figure 3.5: A sketch of test setup 2: A small room.
Room The walls have absorption coeﬃcients that could be used in a normal class-
room. To fulfill the assumption about frequency independent absorption, the same
↵ values are used for the entire frequency range.
• west wall, windows (↵ = 0.07)
• east wall, gypsum (↵ = 0.07)
• south wall, gypsum (↵ = 0.07)
• north wall, blackboard and gypsum (↵ = 0.07)
• floor with linoleum and chairs (↵ = 0.5)
• ceiling with absorbing tiles (↵ = 0.65).
All the alpha values are chosen from [23]. The room dimensions are
• Width - 5.00m
• Length - 5.00m
• Height - 3.00m
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The image sources used in CRM and MVDR-CRM are the 63 first. This is the
direct source and all the 1st, 2nd and 3rd order reflections. They are sorted to have
decreasing signal strength.
Source and interference positions
• Source position: ~xsource = (3.00 m, 3.50 m, 1.50 m)
This is  8.2  from the array normal in the x, y-plane and 0  in the y, z-plane.
• Interference position: ~xinterference = (1.50 m, 3.00 m, 2.00 m)
This is 18.7  from the array normal in the x, y-plane and  26.6  in the y, z-
plane.
The results are heavily dependent on the source and interference positions due to
the shape of the beampattern. To get more general knowledge of the behavior of
the algorithm, 500 random source and interference positions are used to create an
average. The positions are available in Appendix 6.4.3.
The array is a uniform rectangular array (URA) positioned at the south wall.
• Element count: M = 10⇥ 10
• Element spacing: d = 5 cm
• Phase center: ~xphase center = (2.50 m, 0.05 m, 1.50 m)
• Extended in the x, z-plane
Lowpass filtering is applied to the microphone outputs with a cutoﬀ frequency at
3430 Hz to avoid aliasing. The filter has an order of 100 and is created by MATLABs
fir1 function. Figure 3.6 shows the frequency response and the group delay.
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Figure 3.6: The filter used to avoid aliasing in the DAS beamformer.
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The emitted signals are provided by the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU). They have recommended some test signals for testing of telecommunication
equipment. The signals mimic human speech and have the same frequency spectrum
as regular voice. It sounds like a speaking person where the sound is distorted so
that the words are unrecognizable. They are available online at [36].
The emitted signal from the source is the p50m.wav from ITU, resampled to 44100Hz
using MATLAB’s resample-function. The emitted signal from the interfering source
is the art_v_M.wav, also resampled to 44100Hz. The average SIR for the array
elements is 0 dB.
The noise is the same as for test setup 1.
Simulation settings
• Sample rate: Fs = 44100Hz
• Wave speed: c = 343m/s
• Simulation length: T = 5s
3.3.3 Simulating room impulse responses
A MATLAB [37] implementation of the image source method for calculation RIRs
for rectangular rooms was created by Lehmann and Johansson [38].
The software simulates one RIR for each source-receiver pair. By convolving these
RIRs with a signal of choice, the element outputs (ym(t)) are found and beamforming
can be applied.
Simulation speed-up The generation of the RIRs is time consuming (A 256-
element array took 2 hours on a modern laptop running on a 2 GHz Intel Core i7
CPU for each source position). To speed-up the simulation, it was run in parallel at
the Condor-cluster at the Department of Informatics, University of Oslo.
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3.4 Measurements
Measurements in a real room with a real array where performed to validate the
simulations.
3.4.1 Test setup 3: A real room
The room is a small room located in the basement at Kristen Nygaards hus at the
University of Oslo, see figure 3.7, using an array produced by Squarehead Technology
AS. This room was chosen because of its box-like geometry, so that it would be
possible to simulate it with the image source method (ISM) implementation.
Figure 3.7: A panorama view of the room for the measurements. The room-centered
coordinate system is visualized with the overlaying blue arrows.
Room The room dimensions are
• Width - 1.96m
• Length - 5.04m
• Height - 2.54m
The absorption values where estimated based on the materials of the wall:
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• West wall - plywood (↵ = 0.09)
• East wall - plywood (↵ = 0.09)
• South wall - plywood (↵ = 0.09)
• North wall - metal door (↵ = 0.03)
• Floor - painted concrete (↵ = 0.07)
• Ceiling - painted concrete (↵ = 0.07)
The number of image sources used in in CRM and MVDR-CRM is 11. These
are the direct source and the 1st, 2nd and 3rd order reflections that are positioned
within a 90  angle from the front side direction of the array. The array has a closed
casing making it "blind" to sound coming from the back of the array.
Sound sources The sources are small speakers, see figure 3.8 a. The source is
playing a monochromatic wave, as for the one reflection test setup, with the frequency
f = 6860Hz. The interfering source will play the p50m test signal from ITU. The
source positions are:
• Source position: ~xsource = (3.00m, 3.50m, 1.50m)
This is  8.2  from array normal in the x, y-plane and 0  in the y, z-plane.
• Interference position: ~xinterference = (1.50m, 3.00m, 2.00m)
This is  8.2  from array normal in the x, y-plane and 0  in the y, z-plane.￿å
The microphone array is the Squarehead CAPsure array. This is a uniform rect-
angular array (URA) consisting of 16⇥16 elements, see figure 3.8 b. The microphones
are positioned with a 2.5 cm spacing, making the array 37.5cm⇥ 37.5cm large (plus
casing).
The array is positioned on the floor and tilted 45  around the y-axis, see figure 3.9.
The phase center is located at ~xphase center = (0.16m, 2.51m, 0.16m).
Lowpass filtering is applied to the microphone outputs with a cutoﬀ frequency
at 6860 Hz to avoid spatial aliasing. It is created using MATLAB’s fir1 functions
with an order of 100, see figure 3.10.
Squarehead provides a software solution that captures the raw data with a sampling
frequency of Fs = 44100Hz. The data was analyzed using MATLAB.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: a. The speakers used for the source and interference. b. The Squarehead
CAPsure microphone array.
Figure 3.9: Left: The equipment setup in the room. Right: The room centric (red) and
array centric (blue) coordinate systems.
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Figure 3.10: The filter used to avoid ailiasing in the DAS beamformer.
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3.4.2 Challenges with real measurements
Some of the assumptions listed in section 3.1 can not be met in the real room exper-
iment:
6. The source is omnidirectional.
The speakers are not omnidirectional. This will probably give rise to inaccurate
estimation of the reflection amplitudes.
9. The spatial positions of the image sources of the source of interest are known.
The room is not a perfect rectangular box, meaning that the estimate of the image
sources may be inaccurate.
11. The array has omnidirectional microphone elements.
The microphones in the experiment are positioned in a casing. This makes the array
much more sensitive to sound coming from the front than to sound coming from the
back.
12. The array is working and there are no defective elements in the array.
This it hard to validate, some elements may be more sensitive than others. Some
elements may be broken.
The solution is to:
• Assumption 6: This is hard to do anything about without using expensive
loudspeakers and the speakers are therefore assumed to be omnidirectional.
• Assumption 9: The error is expected to be relatively small compared to the
wavelength. Therefore it is ignored.
• Assumption 11: Only use the image sources that are in front of the array.
• Assumption 12: The array will be treated as a fully working array.
Chapter 4
The proposed beamformers
4.1 Constructive reflections method (CRM)
When sound from a source is reflected, each microphone in an array observes the
same signal twice, first the direct sound, then the reflected, see figure 4.1. The idea
of the constructive reflections method (CRM) beamformer is to use two DAS beams,
one steered towards the source and one towards the reflection. The output of each
steered DAS is considered as an individual sensor observing the same signal, but
delayed according to the travel path. CRM then delays the outputs to reverse the
time delays so that the signals are aligned. Finally the outputs are added together.
Figure 4.1: Left: An array observing an source. Right: An array observing the image
source.
4.1.1 Mathematical formulation
Recall the DAS beamformer, equation 2.19:
z(t) =
M 1X
m=0
wm ym(t+ ⌧m)
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This is a special case where DAS is steered at the source itself (j = 0). A more
general expression for DAS is:
zj(t) =
M 1X
m=0
wm,j ym(t+ ⌧m,j) (4.1)
where j is the index denoting which image source the beamformer is steered at and
⌧m,j is the time delay between the image source j and the microphone m:
⌧m,j =
||~xm   ~xj ||
c
CRM performs a second delay and sum operation on the DAS beams. A sub-set of
the J sources are included in CRM. The image sources used in the beamformer are
denoted using the index l counting from 0 to J   1. The CRM beamformer becomes:
z0(t) =
L 1X
l=0
w0l pl zl(t) (4.2)
where L is the number of image sources used in the CRM beamformer. pl is the phase
shift associated with each image source being either 1 or -1. w0l is the weight for each
DAS output. (Note that there are no extra delays necessary in the CRM formulation,
since the signals in the reflection beams already are aligned with the signal in the
direct sound beam.) Then by replacing the zl term with the DAS definition (equation
4.1), we get:
z0(t) =
L 1X
l=0
w0l pl
M 1X
m=0
wm,l ym(t+ ⌧m,l) (4.3)
4.1.2 Vector notation
Recall the vector notation for the DAS beamformer:
z(t) = wHy(t)
This can also be generalized for all j image sources:
zj(t) = w
H
j yj(t)
where wj =
26664
w0,j
w1,j
...
wM 1,j
37775 and yj(t) =
26664
y0(t+ ⌧0,j)
ym1(t+ ⌧1,j)
...
yM 1(t+ ⌧M 1,j)
37775.
Inserted into the CRM formulation (eq. 4.2) the CRM beamformer becomes:
z0(t) =
L 1X
l=0
w0l plw
H
l y l(t)
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The CRM part of the beamformer expression can also be written on vector form:
z0(t) = (w0)H z(t) (4.4)
where w0 =
26664
w00
w01
...
w0L 1
37775 and z(t) =
26664
p0 z0(t)
p1 z1(t)
...
pl zL 1(t)
37775
4.1.3 Behavior on signal model
The signal model (equation 2.28) can be inserted into DAS and CRM beamformers.
This makes it possible to find the analytical array gain for each beamformer.
DAS
The signal model is inserted into the DAS beamformer (equation 4.1) when steered
at the source (j = 0). The output of the beamformer is divided into four categories:
Signal:
zs0(t) =
M 1X
m=0
wm,0A0 s0(t  ⌧m,0 + ⌧m,0) (4.5)
Reverberation:
zr0(t) =
M 1X
m=0
wm,0
J 1X
j=1
Aj pj s0(t  ⌧m,j + ⌧m,0) (4.6)
Interference:
zi0(t) =
M 1X
m=0
wm,0
Q 1X
q=1
sq(t+ ⌧m,0) ⇤ hq,m(t+ ⌧m,0) (4.7)
Noise:
zn0 (t) =
M 1X
m=0
wm,0 y
n
m(t+ ⌧m,0) (4.8)
CRM
Like for DAS the signal model is inserted into the CRM definition (equation 4.3) and
the output is divided into the same four components:
Signal:
z0 s(t) =
L 1X
l=0
w0l pl
M 1X
m=0
wm,l
J 1X
j=0
Aj pj s0(t  ⌧m,j + ⌧m,l)
    l = j (4.9)
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Reverberation:
z0 r(t) =
L 1X
l=0
w0l pl
M 1X
m=0
wm,l
J 1X
j=0
Aj pj s0(t  ⌧m,j + ⌧m,l)
    l 6= j (4.10)
Interference:
z0 i(t) =
L 1X
l=0
w0l pl
M 1X
m=0
wm,l
Q 1X
q=1
sq(t+ ⌧m,l) ⇤ hq,m(t+ ⌧m,l) (4.11)
Noise:
z0 n(t) =
L 1X
l=0
w0l pl
M 1X
m=0
wm,l y
n
m(t+ ⌧m,l) (4.12)
Reverberation, DAS vs CRM
The expressions for the reverberation outputs are quite complicated. It is hard to say
something general about them, but some assumptions could be made to investigate
a simple scenario. Let the room be anechoic (full absorption at all surfaces) except
for one reflecting surcface. The reverberation components of the beamformer output
becomes for DAS:
zr0(t) =
M 1X
m=0
wm  A1 s0(t  ⌧m,1 + ⌧m,0) (4.13)
and CRM:
z0 r(t) =
1X
l=0
w0l pl
M 1X
m=0
wm,l  A1 s0(t  ⌧m,1 + ⌧m,l)
    l 6= 1 (4.14)
If the reflection is not too close to the source the delays applied by the beamformer
(⌧m,0) and the delay associated with length of travel path (⌧m,1) will be diﬀerent
from each other. It will cause destructive interference. This is also the case for the
reflection beam used in CRM. The output of DAS will be M incoherently added
versions of the reflection, while for CRM it would be 2M (L = 2).
Interference, DAS vs CRM
As for the reverberation, some assumptions must be made. Let the room be fully
anechoic with one reflecting surface. Only one interfering source is present. The
interference components of the beamformer output becomes for DAS:
zi0(t) =
M 1X
m=0
wm
 
A1s1(t  ⌧⇤1,m + ⌧m,0) +A2s1(t  ⌧⇤2,m + ⌧m,0)
 
(4.15)
and CRM:
z0 i(t) =
LX
l=0
w0l pl
M 1X
m=0
wm,l
 
A1s1(t  ⌧⇤1,m + ⌧m,0) +A2s1(t  ⌧⇤2,m + ⌧m,0)
 
(4.16)
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where Ak is the attenuation of the source due to the travel path and ⌧⇤k,m is the delay
to each m sensor via the direct path (k = 1) and reflection (k = 2). Let the source
and interference be positioned apart from each other. The DAS beamformer (direct
beam) will observe the interference through a sidelobe or zero in the beampattern
and added incoherently. For the reflection beam used in CRM it is not certain that
the interference is not positioned in the main lobe (the location of the reflection).
This makes the DAS output consist of M incoherently added versions of the interfer-
ence. CRM could in the best case consist of 2M incoherently added versions of the
interference, but in the worst case M incoherently and M coherently added versions.
Array gain, DAS vs CRM
The array gains tell us how eﬀectivly the beamformer can remove noise from the
output relative to a single microphone. It is defined as the ratio of SNR between the
beamformer output and a single element [5]:
G ⌘ SNRarray
SNRelement
(4.17)
(This is the same as the SNR metric presented in chapter 3 with the single element
as reference.) We assume that the signal and noise have zero mean:
E {ysm(t)} = E {ynm(t)} = 0 (4.18)
We also assume that the noise is uncorrelated in time and uncorrelated from sensor
to sensor:
E
 
ynm(t)y
n
m0(t
0)⇤
 
=  2noise (m m0) (t  t0) (4.19)
where   is the Dirac delta function and t0, m0 are lags in time and sensors,  2signal is
the variance in the noise component.
The diﬀerent SNR levels can be found analytically. We assume uniform weighting
for both DAS and CRM beamformers and let  2noise be the variance of the signal.
SNRelement =
E
 |ysm(t)|2 
E {|ynm(t)|2}
=
A20  
2
signal
 2noise
(4.20)
SNRDAS =
E
 |zs(t)|2 
E {|zn(t)|2}
MA20  
2
signal
 2noise
(4.21)
SNRCRM,best =
E
 |z0s(t)|2 
E {|z0n(t)|2} =
(
PL 1
l=0 Al)
2M 2signal
L 2noise
(4.22)    ⌧m,l 6= ⌧m0,l0 8 m, l,m0, l0     m 6= m0, l 6= l0
It is assumed that the delays for each microphone are ambiguous for all the image
sources. If some of the image sources are positioned at equal distances from the array
it is possible that the microphones are delayed equally. The theoretical worst case
would be a situation where the array and the source are positioned so that all the
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microphones are delayed the same for each source. In a rectangular room this is only
possible if the both the source and array are positioned in the center. Two and two
reflection beams would have full correlation in the noise components. The SNR for
this case is:
SNRCRM,worst =
E
 |z0s(t)|2 
E {|z0n(t)|2} =
(
PL 1
l=0 Al)
2M 2signal
(L%2 + 2(L  L%2)) 2noise
(4.23)
    ⌧m,l = ⌧m,l0 8 m, l, l0 , ⌧m,l 6= ⌧m0,l 8 m, l,m0     l 6= l0
The array gain for DAS becomes:
GDAS =
SNRDAS
SNRelement
= M (4.24)
It shows that the array gain for DAS is only dependent on the number of microphones.
The CRM array gain becomes:
GCRM,best =
SNRCRM
SNRelement
=
(
PL 1
l=0 Al)
2M
LA20
(4.25)
GCRM,worst =
SNRCRM
SNRelement
=
(
PL 1
l=0 Al)
2M
(L%2 + 2(L  L%2)A20
(4.26)
The CRM array gain depends on the strength of the reflections used in the beam-
former. It is most likely that the result would be closest to the best case. In most
cases there would be either no equal delays, or one element with equal delays in two
beams. For this reason only the best case is considered for the following analysis.
Figure 4.2 shows how the array gain of the CRM beamformer behaves when an
increasing number of reflections is used in the algorithm. The amplitude values (Al)
are analytically calculated for the room used in test setup 2.
The (best-case) CRM has a rapidly increasing array gain for the first 30 reflections.
After this the array gain decreases slowly, and eventually drops below the DAS levels.
The 63 first reflections that are used in the simulations only give a 0.5 dB lower array
gain than at the optimal number of reflections.
The decrease in array gain happens because the signal component in the reflections
gets weaker. It gets weaker because the travel path gets longer (more geometrical
spreading) and there are more reflections (absorption at each reflection). While
the signal component decreases, the noise component stays the same, creating an
optimum number of sources.
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Figure 4.2: The array gain for CRM compared to DAS. The sources are added one by
one, beginning with the strongest reflections first.
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4.2 MVDR-weighting for CRM (MVDR-CRM)
As the diﬀerent reflection beams contribute to either an increase or a decrease in the
SNR it is reasonable to assume that they do so for the SRR and SIR. One solution
is to only use a small number of reflections. Another option is to weight the beams
diﬀerently. This section presents an adaptive method for determining the weighting
of the beams.
The minimum power/distortionless response (MVDR) criterion is commonly used to
find the optimal weights for a DAS beamformer. It uses the weights to minimize the
beamformer’s output power, while having the constraint that the amplification in the
steering direction should be 1. This section will provide an MVDR formulation for
the weighting of image sources in CRM.
Recall the vector notation for CRM (equation 4.4):
z0(t) = (w0)H z(t)
The power is defined as:
P = |z0|2 = z0z0⇤ = (w0)H z(t)z(t)⇤ (w0) = (w0)HR0(w0) (4.27)
where R0 is the covariance matrix forz(t)
The MVDR formulation becomes:
min
w0
 
(w0)HR0(w0)
 
, s.t wHA = 1 (4.28)
where A =
26664
A0
A1
...
AL 1
37775. The constraint, wHA = 1, forces the MVDR algorithm to
keep the signal level undistorted. The solution to the MVDR problem is:
w0 =
R0 1A
AHR0 1A
(4.29)
The classic MVDR formulation for DAS (also know as minimum power/minimum
variance (MP/MV)/Capon) breaks down when there are correlated signals present.
The algorithm uses the correlated signal to cancel out the direct signal. MVDR-CRM
is performed on the DAS beams. The outputs (z(t)) are already phase shifted so that
the signals have the same phase in all the beams. The constraint in the MVDR-CRM
algorithm prevents it from cancelling the signal part. There are, however, scenarios
where MVDR-CRM could cause signal cancellation, namely when the A estimate is
inaccurate or there are interfering sources emitting a correlated signal.
4.2.1 Diagonal loading for robustness
All the techniques used in order to make MVDR formulations for DAS robust, can
be applied to MVDR-CRM as well. In general all the techniques have an adjustable
parameter that controls how aggressive the MVDR algorithm should be.
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To illustrate this, the method of diagonal loading has been chosen. Here the covari-
ance matrix (R) is loaded on the diagonal. This mimics the eﬀect of adding white
noise to the microphone outputs. To perform diagonal loading on R0 we replace it
by ✏I +R0 making the solution:
w0 =
(✏I +R0) 1A
AH (✏I +R0) 1A
(4.30)
where ✏ is a adjustable parameter and I is the identity matrix. When ✏ ! 1
(✏I +R0 ! ✏I ) the weighting becomes a function of the amplitudes from the image
source model:
w0 =
(✏I ) 1A
AH (✏I ) 1A
=
A
AHA
(4.31)
where AHA is a scalar value. In the implementation of the beamformers, the weights
are normalized. The value of AHA becomes irrelevant and the weights could be
expressed by as the amplitudes:
w0 = A (4.32)
The value of the ✏ parameter is discussed in [39] and is set to be:
✏ =  tr
 
R0
 
(4.33)
with suitable   values ranging from   = 10L to   =
1
100L . L is the dimension of
R0 (the number of image sources used) and tr{} is the trace operator (summing the
diagonal of a input matrix).

Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
5.1 Simulations: beamformer behavior
The simulations are performed to investigate how the two algorithms perform under
various circumstances. Due to the amount of results, the discussion is interleaved
with the results to avoid repetition and extensive references. Each plot represents
a result of one of the tests. For each plot there is a paragraph about the how the
test is conducted and what the test can tell us. Then the results for DAS, CRM and
MVDR are highlighted and discussed. Finally the key findings are presented. To
make it easier for the reader to identify the key findings, they are highlighted using
bold face.
5.1.1 Array size, single reflection
The array size test is performed by adding elements to an array, starting with a
center element and adding one element at the time. The elements are added from
the phase center, alternating from the left and the right side.
Figure 5.1 shows that DAS is improving its performance relative to the single mi-
crophone on SRR and SNR gradually as the array size increases. This is what is
expected, as the resolution gets better and the array gain increases. The rapid os-
cillations in the graphs are generated by zeros moving around as more microphones
are added (each new microphone adds a new zero to the beampattern). On the SIR
metric we observe a large dip around M = 38. This may be due to a sidelobe being
shifted across the path of the interfering signal.
CRM performs better than DAS on both the SRR and SNRmetrics. The performance
stays respectively 9 dB and 3 dB over DAS levels. CRM is consequently performing
below DAS levels on the SIR metric. The signal is component is increased more
than the reverberation and noise components. Both the beam steered directly at
the source and the one steered at the reflection contain energy from the interfering
source. It is non-destructive, which gives the increased SIR level.
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Figure 5.1: The beamformer’s performance on an increasing number of elements. This
result is generated with test setup 1: Single reflection.
The adaptive MVDR-CRM beamformer weights are visualized in figure 5.2. It seems
that the weightings are fairly stable up to 15 elements where the direct sound gets
most of the weight. For larger array sizes the reflection is weighted highest, and
the weights are less stable. From figure 5.1, we see that for some element sizes, the
SRR-curve for MVDR-CRM has high peaks (M = 27, 48). For these array sizes the
direct signal comes close to a zero in the beampattern of the beam steered at the
reflection. This causes the SRR gain for the reflection to become really high, and
MVDR puts emphasis on the reflection. This is the reason for the oscillating weights
in figure 5.2.
The test shows that the improvement on the SRR and SNR for CRM,
compared to DAS is not aﬀected by the array size. The behavior of MVDR
is unpredictable for the one reflection scenario because the positioning of
the zeros has a large impact on the amount of reflection and interference
in the beams.
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Figure 5.2: The MVDR weights on increasing number of elements. This result is gen-
erated with test setup 1: Single reflection.
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5.1.2 Array size, full room
The new method can be aﬀected by the source and interference positions. To find
a general trend in the performance, 500 diﬀerent random source and interference
positions (listed in Appendix 6.4.3) where used. They where selected from the areas
of the room where it would be sensible to listen for speech signals with an array itself.
This excludes some areas close to the wall, floor, ceiling and the array. The median
performance on the metrics gives an impression of the improvement of the algorithm.
A mean SRINR over the 500 source positions with a 95% confidence interval gives a
general .
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Figure 5.3: Median performance on 500 random source and interference positions. This
result is generated with test setup 2: A small room.
DAS is performing like expected, see figure 5.3, the performance increases as the
number of elements in the array increases.
CRM is performing better than DAS, having at least 6 dB higher SRR, 10 dB higher
SIR and 5 dB higher SNR. It is interesting to see that the increase relative to DAS is
independent of the array size. This is what was observed in the single reflection test.
This confirms that the performance of CRM is directly dependent on the performance
of the beamformer used to create the beams. This was discussed in section 3.2.4.
MVDR-CRM uses the weights to increase the SIR. This is what is expected since
the interference has the highest sound level of all the components of unwanted sound.
MVDR-CRM is still performing well above the DAS beamformer on all metrics. The
increase is stable at 7 dB on SRR and SNR. On SIR the improvement increases
from 10 dB to 15 dB as the resolution improves. This may be because some of the
reflection beams improve their performance. The adaptive beamformer weights the
beams with good performance higher.
An interesting result is that both CRM and MVDR-CRM have increased performance
on the one-element array. At this point the algorithms only use the signal from one
microphone. The output is the summation of multiple versions of this one signal,
but with diﬀerent delays. This shows that the proposed algorithm can be used to
improve the performance of a single microphone. As a contrast to inverse filtering
or echo cancellation the reflections are not removed but used to increase the signal.
The reflecting surfaces make the same microphone observe the source from diﬀerent
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angles, creating a virtual array.
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Figure 5.4: Mean performance compared to DAS on 500 random source and interference
positions. The error bars mark 2 , a 95% confidence interval. This result is generated
with test setup 2: A small room.
The mean performance on the SRINR metric, see figure 5.4, shows that both CRM
and MVDR-CRM have better performance than DAS with 95% confidence. The
results also show that the improvement are nearly un-aﬀected by the array size. The
mean improvement is 6 dB and 8 dB for CRM and MVDR-CRM.
The key findings of this tests is that both CRM and MVDR-CRM has
increased performance compared to DAS on all metrics. The improvement
is between 5 dB and 15 dB.
5.1.3 Reflection strength, single reflection
The reflection strength test shows how the strength of the reflection aﬀects the beam-
formers. In a real-life situation there will be many reflections. This test cannot tell
us if a reflection is too weak to include in CRM, but it will give insight into how
much better a strong reflection would be than a weaker one. (MVDR-CRM is not
evaluated in this test.)
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Figure 5.5: Reflection strength. This result generated with test setup 1: Single reflection,
while the reflections reflection strength are increased. The reflection strength is measured
at the array elements.
Figure 5.5 shows that DAS is performing fairly stable with respect to the single
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element on all performance metrics. The high SRR level indicates that the reflection
of the source arrives close to a zero in the beampattern. The SIR level increases,
which indicates that the reflection of the interference arrives in a sidelobe. As the
reflection becomes stronger, the reflection of the interfering source also gets stronger.
As expected CRM is improving its performance on SRR and SNR. Higher reflections
give rise to a higher signal contribution from the beam steered at the reflection. CRM
crosses DAS on the SRR metric at 0.65. Here the signal contribution of the reflection
beam equals the reverberation contribution. On SIR the performance is dropping
as the reflection strength is increasing. This happens as a result of the reflected
interference getting higher, CRM has four sources for interference, the direct and the
reflected interference leaking into the output via side lobes, for the two CRM beams.
The analytical SNR curve (figure 4.2 in section 4.1.3) show that as the reflections
gets weaker, they stop contributing to better SNR. The single reflection test confirms
this.
The test shows that a strong reflection directly increases the SRR and
SNR for CRM. If the reflection is too low compared to the direct sound,
DAS will be better. The SIR improvement is dependent on how much
stronger the reflections of the interfering source become.
5.1.4 Reverberation time
The reverberation time test tells us how the room acoustics aﬀect the method. It may
give upper or lower limits for the reverberation time for where the CRM beamformer
will function. The reverberation time also directly aﬀects the reflection strengths.
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Figure 5.6: Reflection strength. This result is generated with test setup 2: A small room.
The absorption coeﬃcients are the same on all the surfaces and are adjusted according
to the wanted reverberation time.
Figure 5.6 shows that the reverberation time has a small impact on DAS. Its per-
formance on SRR and SIR increases slightly when the reverberation time increases.
Increasing reverberation time gives higher reverberation and interference, both for
the single microphone and DAS. While the single microphone is omnidirectional and
increases the interference faster according to the reverberation time, the DAS beam is
not omnidirectional and therefore does not increase the interference part this much.
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The SNR is independent of reverberation time.
CRMs performance increases rapidly for increasing reverberation time. For rever-
beration times below 0.2s CRM performed worse than DAS. This is when the signal
in the reflections is too low to compensate for the increased noise/interference in
the reflections beam. After this the performance for CRM is much higher than the
performance for DAS. The signals in the reflection beams are so high that they
contribute to higher signal-ratios.
MVDR-CRM behaves similarly as CRM. The only diﬀerence is that it suppresses
some reverberation and interference like we have seen on the other tests.
The test shows that CRM and MVDR-CRM are better than DAS as long
as there is a small amount of reverberation.
5.1.5 Number of reflections
The number of reflections used in CRM is a fundamental parameter. This is also a
useful parameter to vary in order to investigate and verify the adaptive MVDR-CRM-
method. The reflections are included in two diﬀerent orders. The first is by ordering
the reflections by increasing time-delays. The second is by ordering the reflections
by the angle between the reflection and the front-side-direction.
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Figure 5.7: The beamformers performance on increasing number of reflections. Top:
reflections are ordered by increasing time delays. Bottom: reflections are ordered by
angle. The black line marks where the reflections at the back of the array are starting
to be added. This result is generated with test setup 2: A small room.
Figure 5.7 show the results of this test. The CRM beamformer has increasing perfor-
mance on all metrics. It is somewhat unstable, jumping up and down, as new image
sources are included. This happens because the image sources have varying amounts
of signal, reverberation, interference, and noise.
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MVDR-CRM will ignore reflection beams that make the performance drop. If pos-
sible it rearranges the weights to suppress the unwanted sound. This is visible from
sudden drops and risings in the graphs. Here the beamformer increases the perfor-
mance on one metrics by decreasing it at another.
It is interesting to compare the two ways of ordering. The beamformers end at the
same levels for the two orderings, but sorting by distance reaches a higher level faster
than if the reflections are sorted on angle. This happens since the strongest reflections
have their image sources closest to the array. It tells us that the new methods works
best for arrays with the possibility to steer the beamformer in all directions. Also,
there is a substantial increase for CRM (⇡ 15 dB) on all the metrics, for a small
number of sources (L = 10) when the image sources are ordered by distance. This
shows that the proposed method could work well with a small number of reflections
if it is used with an open array. If the array is in a casing, more reflections are needed
to achieve the same performance.
The test shows that an open array is preferred for the proposed methods.
It shows that even a small number of image sources can give an significant
increase on SRR and SIR, and that MVDR-CRM makes the performance
more stable.
5.1.6 In-accurate estimation of reflection strength
It is predicted in section 4.2 that the MVDR-CRM beamformer breaks down for
inaccurate estimates of the signal amplitudes. To test this, a percent wise error is
added to all the amplitudes in the A-matrix, except for the direct amplitude:
A =
2666664
A0
A1(1   )
A2(1   )
...
AL 1(1   )
3777775
where   goes from 0 (perfect estimate of A) to 1 (no estimate of A).
Figure 5.8 shows how the SRINR decreases for MVDR-CRM as   goes to 1. It is
interesting to see that the MVDR-CRM beamformer performs better or equally good
as CRM for fairly high  -values (  < 0.7), and DAS for even higher values (  < 0.97).
The results show that the adaptive beamformer is very robust against bad amplitude
estimates. One weakness with the test is that the amplitude errors are percent-wise
the same on all the reflections.
Diagonal loading can be applied. The analytical calculations show that when the
loading gets infinitely high, MVDR-CRM goes to CRM with the weight vector w0 =
A. Figure 5.8 verifies this. For this case MVDR-CRM is performing better than the
weighted CRM for almost all  -values. It makes little sense to use diagonal loading
for this case, but it proves that diagonal loading can be applied to make MVDR-CRM
more robust against inaccurate estimates of the amplitudes.
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Figure 5.8: The MVDR-CRM beamformer performance on increasing error in the esti-
mation of A, using diagonal loading. This result is generated with test setup 2: A small
room. Only the first 19 reflections (when sorted on angle) are used.
The test shows that an inaccurate estimate of the amplitudes degrades the
performance of MVDR-CRM. The method could be made more robust
by using diagonal loading, but it is not given that the performance will
increase.
5.1.7 Correlated sources
Correlated sources is a familiar problem for MVDR algorithms. The weights are
used so that the sound from the interfering source cancels out the direct sound.
The correlation test shows how MVDR-CRM can be made robust against correlation
using diagonal loading.
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Figure 5.9: Correlated signals. This result is generated with test setup 2: A small room,
the sources are emitting the same monochromatic wave signal.
Figure 5.9 shows that MVDR-CRM breaks down in the presence of correlated sources,
performing much worse than CRM, and at the same level as DAS, on the SRINR
metric. By applying diagonal loading, the MVDR weighting gradually goes towards
w0 = A.
The test shows that correlated sources degrade the performance of MVDR-CRM
while diagonal loading makes it robust against this.
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5.1.8 High interference and noise levels
This test investigates how the beamformers behave for increased noise or interference
levels.
The level of the interference (figure 5.10) or the noise (figure 5.11) seems to have the
no eﬀect on DAS and CRM compared to the single microphone.
MVDR-CRM rearranges the weights in order to suppress the increasing interfer-
ence/noise. This makes the performance on the other metrics drop as expected,
since the eﬀort is put on suppressing the interference/noise. On the interference level
test, the performance on SNR is aﬀected by the rearranging of the weights. When
the weights are used to maintain a low interference level, the noise level is increased.
The test shows that the noise and interference level do not aﬀect the
beamformers, except that MVDR-CRM rearranges the weights.
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Figure 5.10: Interference level test. Note that the x-axis goes from high to low interfer-
ence level. This result is generated with test setup 2: A small room.
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Figure 5.11: Noise level test. Note that the x-axis goes from high to low noise level.
This result is generated with test setup 2: A small room.
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5.1.9 Many interfering sources
By increasing the number of interfering sources, not only the interference level be-
comes higher, but also the spatial spectrum of the interference becomes wider. The
new beamformers use DAS beams steered towards diﬀerent locations in the room.
While the spatial spectrum of the interference gets wider, more of these beams will
have higher interference. The test shows how this aﬀects the beamformers.
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Figure 5.12: Increasing number of randomly distributed interfering sources. This result
is generated with test setup 2: A small room. The interfering sources used are listed in
appendix 6.4.3 and emit white noise, uncorrelated from source to source.
Figure 5.12 shows that the DAS and CRM beamformers do not loose performance
relative to the single microphone. The MVDR-CRM beamformer rearranges the
weights to suppress the interference. It is interesting that the noise suppression also
improves. This is because the interfering sources (which emit white noise) become
more spatially white (like the noise component).
The test shows that the performance of CRM is stable compared to a
single microphone on a spatial "whitening" of the interference.
5.1.10 In-accurate estimation of source position
By inserting an error in the information given to the beamformer about the source
location, the sensitivity near the center of the beam can be explored. A narrow
sensitivity can be both good and bad depending on the situation. If we have per-
fect knowledge about the image source positions, then a narrow sensitivity means
good suppression of nearby sources. If the knowledge about the source position is
uncertain, then a wider sensitivity is required to ensure that the source of interest is
amplified.
Figure 5.13 shows the results for this test. The first interesting finding is that the
DAS and CRM curves have almost the same shape within the signal-ratios. This tells
us that it the signal part of the sound is very sensitive to an inaccurate estimation of
the source position. The unwanted sound in the output, reverberation, interference
and noise, is much less sensitive tthis.
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Figure 5.13: Error in source position information. This result is generated with test
setup 2: A small room. The beamformers are gradually steered away from the actual
source position.
The DAS beamformer gradually decrease on the signal-ratios. This indicates that
the sensitivity for DAS is wide.
CRM drops significantly on the signal-metrics, 40dB, when the error is larger than
2 . Considering the beamformed RIRs in each reflection beam. When the reflection
beam is steered in a slightly wrong direction, the signal spikes in the RIRs do not get
aligned. This makes the output RIR consist of several spikes placed closely together.
The signal part of the output is defined as the highest spike, and this is what is
causing the dramatic drop in the SRR, SIR and SNR curves. (A comment to this:
The early-ratios, see figure 5.14, is less sensitive to this since the early-part of the
RIR is the largest spike including the spikes within 25ms at each side of it.)
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Figure 5.14: The same test as showed in figure 5.13 but using the early metrics.
MVDR-CRM again suppresses the low leveled noise to increase the SRR and SIR.
This makes the sensitivity wider than CRM on SRR and SIR, but narrower for the
SNR.
The test shows that CRM suppresses the sources near the beam-center
more than DAS, while MVDR-CRM suppresses them less than DAS.
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5.2 Simulations: beamformer output
5.2.1 Impulse response and frequency spectrum
As we see from the plots, in figure 5.15, there is a substantial de-reverberation eﬀect
on the beamformers. While CRM and oﬀers a flatter frequency spectrum, MVDR
has a large impact on the frequency content of the signal compared to DAS.
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Figure 5.15: The beamformers impulse responses (left) from a source when no noise
or interference is present. (It looks like MVDR has a higher power on its output than
CRM but the amplitude decreases dramatically for the samples that is outside the plot.)
The plots to the right are the frequency spectra of the impulse responses using a 1/9-th
octave smoothing. The plot is created using 70 image sources + the original source in
CRM.
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5.2.2 Sound samples
Some listening samples from the simulations with test setup 2 are available in a
zip-file at: tiny.cc/og8wcx.
The recordings are generated by
• Convolving two diﬀerent talk signal with the source and the interfering source
RIRs generated with ISM.
• White Gaussian noise is added.
• The components are gained until the mean SIR and SNR on the array elements
is -10 dB.
• The source, interference source, and noise are added together.
• Lowpass filtering the total sound with a cutoﬀ frequency at 3500 Hz to avoid
aliasing.
• The beamformers are applied on the data using 63 reflections. This corresponds
to all the 1st, 2nd and 3rd order reflections.
This file is 7.5 MB and contains 5 wav-files with 20 seconds of sound sampled at
41000Hz:
• simulation_emitted_signal.wav - the signal emitted from the source of interest
• simulation_single_mic.wav - the sound recorded at the closest array element
• simulation_DAS.wav - the DAS output
• simulation_CRM.wav - the CRM output
• simulation_MVDR_CRM.wav - the MVDR-CRM output
No controlled listening test has been performed. In the author’s subjective opin-
ion, the recordings show that the speech intelligibility is increased on CRM and
MVDR-CRM outputs compared to DAS. The reader is encouraged to listen to the
recordings to verify of falsify this statement.
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5.3 Measurements: Verification of simulations
The measurements are conducted to verify that the simulated results are possible to
reproduce on real data. The analysis will not be as complete as for the simulations.
Only some of the tests will be performed.
5.3.1 Noise analysis
The noise analysis on the recorded data, see figure 5.16 (top), shows that the noise is
white in temporal frequency, with an exception at high frequencies. The autocorrela-
tion of the recorded noise on element 5 (middle) shows that the noise is uncorrelated
in time. This is what was used for the noise components in the simulation. On the
cross-correlation between two channels (bottom), we see that there are some sign of
correlation between the two signals. This is not the case for the noise used in the
simulations. It indicates that there are some interference (maybe from heat, ven-
tilation, air conditioning (HVAC)-systems) in addition to the controlled interfering
source.
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Figure 5.16: Noise analysis
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5.3.2 Number of reflections
As for the simulations, a test where CRM and MVDR-CRM are using an increasing
number for reflections is done for the measured data. Figure 5.17 shows the SRINR
for both the simulated and real data. Only reflections in front of the array are used
since the array used in the simulations has a closed casing.
We see that the DAS beamformer is performing worse on the simulated case than for
the measured case. This can be due to two things. It is possible that the comparison
element has lower sensitivity in the real array than the other elements. The reason
can be that the simulations are done with an open array, meaning that the DAS
beamformer is more sensitive to unwanted sound coming from the back of the array.
CRM is mostly performing worse than DAS on the both the data sets. On the real
data it is performing lower than on the measured data. This may be due to the array
casing which may introduce shadowing and resonances. Another explanation is the
correlated noise on the array elements, and therefore added coherently in the CRM
beamformer.
MVDR-CRM shows a drastic increase when the 8-th reflection is included in the
beamformer. The fact that the same eﬀect occurs on both the simulated and the
measured data indicates that the method is behaving as expected on the measured
data.
The test shows that the beamformers have similar trends on the mea-
sured and simulated data, although there are some significant deviations
between them.
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Figure 5.17: The beamformers performance as a function of increasing number of re-
flections. Simulations on top, measurements on bottom.
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5.3.3 Output comparison
The output comparison gives us a possibility to visually inspect the performance
of the beamformers. For For the next sections the experiment performed with test
setup 3: a real room is analyzed. The 256-element array were used and the source
were emitting a monochromatic sine. The noise component was gained fairly high.
10 reflections were used in the CRM algorithms.
The beamformer outputs are visualized in figure 5.18. Note that the y and x ax3s
are diﬀerent for the source-plots and the other plots to be able to see the signal
and reverberation. The signal and reverberation are visualized together as the RIR
measurement where inaccurate and following made it hard to separate the two.
The plots show that the DAS beamformer does not suppress the noise/interference
components at all. The signal/reverberation component is smaller than for the single
mic but also less distorted. This shows the dereverberating eﬀect of DAS.
CRM increases its signal component, but also increases the noise/interference com-
ponent.
The MVDR-CRM method does not increase the signal-component relative to DAS
but manages to cancel out the noise and interference components. This is an interest-
ing finding since it shows that theMVDR uses the weights to cancel unwanted
sound. The next section investigates how MVDR-CRM does this.
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Figure 5.18: The beamformer output on the measured data when 11 reflections are used.
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5.3.4 Investigating the MVDR-CRM weights
The two components that were possible to seperate were signal/reflection and noise/in-
terference. By plotting these two multiplied by the MVDR weights, we can observe
how MVDR-CRM uses two beams to cancel out unwanted sound.
Figure 5.19 shows that there are mainly five reflections that are used: the 3th, 7th,
8th, 9th and 10th (the direct beam is weighted down). Reflection 3 and 8 have
approximately the same interference/noise component, but phase shifted by 180  for
the 8th reflection. This is how MVDR cancels out the interference/noise component.
Reflection 3 has more signal than the other reflections. This is where the main part
of the signal/reverberation originates from is kept. This explains the large increase
in SRINR when the 8th reflection is included in figure 5.17.
A small increase is visible when the 10th reflection is included. Here we observe the
same phenomenom, the 7-th and 9-th reflection cancels out the noise in the 11th
reflection, leaving the signal part.
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Figure 5.19: The MVDR-CRM weights used on the beamformer output in figure 5.18.
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5.3.5 Uncertainties in the measurements
Separation of signal and reflection To find the increase in the signal-ratios the
signal had to be separated from the reverberation. This was done by performing a
RIR-estimation using the swept sine method. This introduces several uncertainties.
The speaker and microphone responses are not separable from the room response.
When the signal-peak is "cut out" from the RIR it is assumed that the rest of the
RIR is reverberation. Some of this is not reverberation but originate from speaker
and microphone eﬀects.
The eﬀect of this is unknown since the speaker and microphone responses are un-
known. The speakers are cheap and are therefore assumed to have distorting eﬀects.
They may also be non-linear, meaning that the distortion may be diﬀerent when
playing the swept sine for the RIR-estimation and for the sine-signal used in the
beamforming algorithm. The microphones and array case may also introduce errors
in the RIR-estimation.
Room The room is fairly rectangular, but there are some pipes in the ceiling and
door cases. This causes some small errors in the estimation of the image source posi-
tions. These errors are considered small with respect to the 50ms "early" definition,
but for the signal-measure, only the sound from the reflections that are perfectly
aligned with the signal-spike will be considered as signal.
Chapter 6
Review, Summary and Further
Work
6.1 Reviewing the hypotheses
The hypotheses for the new method were presented in chapter 1. In this section they
are reviewed is in light of the results. The hypotheses are marked with by using italic
font and are reviewed one by one.
The first hypothesis was regarding the non-weighted CRM:
1. The proposed method has higher signal-ratios than DAS.
The results showed that CRM did have higher signal-ratios than the DAS. This was
true under the condition that the reverberation time was above 0.2s. This is the case
in almost every room. The analytical calculations showed however that the SNR for
CRM is lower than DAS levels when a high number of reflections (⇡1000 for the
small room test case) were used in the beamformer. The maximum SNR level for
CRM were found around 50-100 reflections for the small room test case.
2. The proposed method will remove the room eﬀects from the emitted source sig-
nal. This will be apparent in a smaller deviation from a flat frequency response
compared to DAS beamformer.
The impulse response analysis showed that CRM did remove room-eﬀects. The
increased SRR is also a measure for de-reverberation. MVDR-CRM did not have
a distinctly flatter frequency response than DAS, but by listening to the recording
the de-reverberation eﬀect is detectable.
3. Some reflections will contribute to higher SRR, some will contribute to a lower
SRR.
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4. Some reflections will contribute to higher SIR, some will contribute to a lower
SIR.
5. All reflections will contribute to a lower SNR
The number of reflections-test on the simulated data showed that this hypothesis
were partly correct. The SRR and SIR contributions of each reflections were both
constructive and destructive. This also was the case for the SNR measure, proving
hypothesis 5 wrong.
6. The adaptive algorithm will give better and more stable signal-ratios than the
non-adaptive one.
This was shown to be partially correct. The signal-ratios for MVDR-CRM were
more stable than for CRM on increasing the number of reflections. MVDR-CRM
performed as good as, or better, on the total signal-ratio (SRINR), while on the
individual signal-ratios (SRR, SIR and SNR) the performance was not always better
than for CRM. MVDR-CRM would decrease one of them in order to increase another
if it increased the total signal-ratio SRINR.
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6.2 Reviewing the assumptions
Some of the assumptions presented in chapter 3 have been challenged during the
experiments. This section gives an overview over the findings and suggestions to how
the new method could become independent of some of the assumptions.
Assumptions that must be valid
• Spatial position of the source of interest is known.
• The spatial positions of the image sources of the source of interest are known.
The tests show that for CRM it is very important that the exact locations of the
source and reflections are known. Only the reflection points used in the beamformer
need to be known. MVDR-CRM is less sensitive to this than CRM.
• The sources are stationary, i.e. they do not move within the timeframe in which
they are observed.
• The environment is stationary, meaning that reflecting surfaces do not move
and the wave speed is constant.
For the same reason as the first assumption this is a problem for the proposed beam-
formers. If the trajectory of the moving source is known, and the reflection points for
the entire trajectory is known, the beamformer could be dynamically steered towards
the source as it moves.
• The sound emitted from the source of interest is uncorrelated with the sound
emitted from interfering sources.
Correlation between interfering sources caused MVDR-CRM to break down. This
can be fixed by using diagonal loading on the R0 matrix. CRM has no problem with
correlated sources.
Assumptions that do not have to be valid
• There is no air absorption present.
The reflection amplitudes needs to be know for the MVDR-CRM method. If the air
absorption can be estimated, it can be included in the estimations of the amplitudes.
• We want to enhance speech which is band limited between 100Hz and 3500Hz.
Both CRM and MVDR-CRM seems to work for any frequency, as long as it is below
the Nyquist frequency.
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Assumptions that have not been tested
• The goal is to listen to a source, not determine DOA.
• The source is omnidirectional.
• The array has omnidirectional microphone elements.
• The array is working and there are no defective elements in the array.
• The absorption coeﬃcients for the room is frequency independent.
• The array is well sampled (d   min2 ).
• The sampling rate is high enough to get a precise delay, Fs   10fmax.
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6.3 Strengths and weaknesses
This section reviews the research questions presented in chapter 1:
• Will the new method improve the speech intelligibility compared to the DAS
beamformer?
– If so, how much will the improvement be compared to DAS beamformer?
– Under which conditions will the new method be a better choice of beam-
former than DAS?
– Under which conditions will DAS be the better beamformer?
CRMs strengths
The main strength for CRM is the higher signal ratios (compared to DAS). This
results in better de-reverberation, better spatial filtering (more suppressing of un-
wanted sources, narrower beam) and an improved array gain.
CRMs weaknesses
Given the assumptions from chapter 3, the most fundamental prerequisite for CRM
is that there are strong reflections. It will only work in a reverberating environment.
It is likely that the method would not work as well in a large room because it would
mean weaker reflections.
The source and image source positions needs to be very precisely known to maintain
the good signal ratios. (The speech intelligibility, measured through the early-ratios,
is less sensitive to this.)
Also, the array should have an open construction to be able to include the reflections
behind the array. This also poses a question about how the algorithm would work in
a furnished room where the reflections may not be uniformly positioned.
MVDR-CRMs strengths
The greatest strength for MVDR-CRM is the same as for CRM, the signal-ratios
increases. In addition it is more robust against reflection beams with much unwanted
sound.
MVDR-CRMs weaknesses
The simulations showed that there are some challenges for MVDR-CRM, but they
where less dramatic than assumed. When an interfering source is emitting a corre-
lated signal with the source of interest, the performance of MVDR-CRM degrades.
Although it was robust on a small error inA-estimate the performance dropped when
the error became large. This also represents a weakness for MVDR.
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6.4 Further work
6.4.1 Blind estimation of reflection points
This method would be very attractive if it could be combined with a blind estimation
of the reflection points and their time of arrivals relative to the direct sound. Then
the CRM beamformer could be used in a room without any a priori knowledge about
the room. In “Localization of distinct reflections in rooms using spherical microphone
array eigenbeam processing.” [40] the authors investigate methods for localizing the
reflection points using diﬀerent array processing algorithms. On a real measurement,
using a 32 element spherical array, they achieve localization of 5 reflections with a
precision of 4 , when there are no interfering sources present. The number of reflec-
tions-test showed than even a small number of reflections in the CRM beamformer
could give a substantial increase in the signal-ratios.
Another possibility is to investigate how the image sources can be extracted from an
RIR measurement.
6.4.2 Extending the MVDR-CRM
The measurements showed that MVDR-CRM used reflections to remove low fre-
quency interference/noise. This observation leads to ideas for other variants of the
beamformer:
MVDR for frequency bands The first idea is to formulate an MVDR algorithm
that works on narrow frequency bands. The output from each reflection beam is
split into frequency bands, and there is individual MVDR weighting for each band.
MVDR could be formulated in the frequency domain giving the possibility to have
complex weights.
MVDR-CRM on sensor output before beamforming The MVDR-CRM for
a single microphone is interesting. It does not require information about where
the reflections are positioned; only their relative time delay to the direct sound.
This could be seen in a plot of the RIR. The algorithm could be used on a single
microphone or on each element of an array in advance of the beamforming. Each
element must not use the same reflection points.
6.4.3 More testing of the methods
The simulations and measurements in this thesis are limited. To verify that the
algorithm works under other conditions diﬀerent scenarios should be explored.
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Diﬀerent room configurations The simulations were done for only one type of
room. The experiments should be done for larger rooms, to see how this aﬀects
the beamformer performance. Also it would be interesting to conduct more real-life
experiments, for example in a furnished room with real people as talking sources.
Use CRM with other methods As discussed in section 3.2.4 there are multiple
other methods that could be used to create the reflection beams for CRM and for
comparison. Since the reflection points are known, especially the positioning of zeros
is interesting. This would remove the most prominent reverberation in both the
direct beam and in the reflection beams.

List of Symbols
i - the imaginary unit
t, T - time
Fs - the temporal sampling frequency
~ - denotes a three dimensional vector (i.e ~x = (x, y, z) or ~k = (kx, ky, kz)
)
H - the hermitian operator
Coordinate system
~x = (x, y, z)- the three dimensional spatial position vector (cartesian coordinates)
~⌦ = (r, ✓, )- the spatial position vector (spherical coordinates), where
r - radius (spherical coordinates)
✓ - elevation angle (z) (spherical coordinates)
  - angle in the horizontal plane (x, y) (spherical coordinates)
(’) denotes the array centered coordinate system, else the symbol refers
to the room centered coordinate system.
Transformation from room centered to array centered
↵ - rotation about x-axis
  - rotation about y-axis
  - rotation about z-axis
Rx - transformation matrix with rotation about x-axis
Ry - transformation matrix with rotation about y-axis
Rz - transformation matrix with rotation about z-axis
T - transformation matrix with translation
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Wave properties
R - the fraction of the amplitude of a wave being reflected at a surface
Z - the wave impedance
⇢ - the density of the medium the wave is traveling in
P - pressure
A - amplitude of the wave
! - the angular frequency of a wave
~k - the wave number
c/ - the wave speed
  - the wavelength of a wave
✓ - angle
Acoustic
↵ - absorbtion coeﬃcient
Lp - Sound pressure level
p0 - atmospheric pressure
prms - root mean square of the wave pressure amplitude
T60 - The reverberation time
C50 - Clarity
STI - Speech transmission index
Indexing
N - number of samples (in time)
n - counting variable from 0 to N   1
M - number of elements in an array
m - counting variable from 0 to M   1
J - number of image sources
j - counting variable from 0 to J   1
L - number of image sources included in the SODAS beamformer
l - counting variable from 0 to L  1
Q - number of sound sources in room
q - counting variable from 0 to Q  1
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Array signal processing
D - Array size
d - spacing between elements in a regular array
~xm - spatial position vector of the m-th element
~xsource - spatial position vector of the source
~xj - spatial position vector of the j-th image source
~xphase center - the spatial position vector of the phase center of an array
ym(t) - recorded signal at the m-th element
wm - the weighting of the m-th element
zj(t)/zl(t) - DAS output for image source j/l
z(t) - (= z0(t)) DAS output when steered to original source (j/l = 0)
z0(t) - SODAS beamformer output
P - power of beamformer output
E - Expectation value
 2 - Variance
  - dirac delta function
G - array gain (SNR)
Array signal processing: vector notation
y(t) - a vector containing the delayed output for all (including the virtual)
the elements
z(t) - a vector containing the delayed first order DAS outputs
w - a vector containing the weights for DAS
w0 - a vector containing the weights for SODAS
R - the covariance matrix for y
R0 - the covariance matrix for p · z
  - diagonal loading constant
✏ - diagonal loading factor
I - identity matrix
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Array signal processing: time delays
⌧m - time delay from the source to the m-th sensor (anechoic model)
⌧m,j/⌧m,l - time delay from image source j/l to them-th sensor (reverberant model)
Image source method
xˆj/xˆl - the spatial position vector of the j/l-th image source
pj/pl - the phase shift of the j/l-th image source
p - a vector containing all pj/pl
Aj/Al - the amplitude of the j/l-th image source
A - a vector containing all Aj/Al
Rj - the attenuation factor of an image source due to reflection losses
Signal model
sq(t) - the signal emitted from a source q
ysm(t) - signal part of output on element m
yrm(t) - reflection part of output on element m
yim(t) - interference part of output on element m
ynm(t) - noise (spatially uncorrelated) part of output of element m
Signal model: vector notation
ys(t) - a vector containing the signal part on all elements
yr(t) - a vector containing the reflection part on all elements
y i(t) - a vector containing the interference part on all elements
yn(t) - a vector containing the noise (spatially uncorrelated) part of all elements
zs(t) - a vector containing the signal part on all DAS outputs
zr(t) - a vector containing the reflection part on all DAS outputs
z i(t) - a vector containing the interference part on all DAS outputs
zn(t) - a vector containing the noise part of all DAS outputs
z 0s(t) - a vector containing the signal part on the CRM output
z 0r(t) - a vector containing the reflection part on the CRM output
z 0i(t) - a vector containing the interference part on the CRM output
z 0n(t) - a vector containing the noise part of the CRM output
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Speech enhancement
h0,m(t) - room impulse response from source 0 to element m
hˆ0,m(t) - estimate of h0,m(t)
h(t) - beamformer room impulse response from source 0
hˆ(t) - estimate of h(t)
hnm(t) - noise cancelation filter for the noise on element m
hn(t) - a vector containing all M hnm(t)
hn(t) - noise cancelation filter for the noise on beamformer output
him(t) - interference cancelation filter for the noise on element m

List of Acronyms
CRM constructive reflections method
DAS delay and sum
DOA directions of arrival
ELR early to late ratio
EIR early to interference ratio
ENR early to noise ratio
FIR finite impulse response
GSC generalized sidelobe canceller
HVAC heat, ventilation, air conditioning
IR impulse response
ISM image source method
MVDR minimum power/distortionless response
MVDR-CRM minimum power/distortionless response CRM
MP/MV minimum power/minimum variance
RIR room impulse response
SIR signal to interference ratio
SNR signal to noise ratio
SRR signal to reverberation ratio
SRINR signal to reverberation, interference and noise ratio
STIPA speech transmission index for public address systems
TDOA time diﬀerences of arrival
ULA uniform linear array
URA uniform rectangular array
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Appendix A: MATLAB source
code
The MVDR-CRM beamformer
1 function [MVDR_CRM_out] = MVDR_CRM(data, array, img_srcs, phases, ...
signal_amplitudes, diag_loading_d, DAS_weights)
2 % MVDR CRM beamformer
3 %
4 % data : Each row is data on a single channel (M x N)
5 % array : Positions of the mics (M x 3)
6 % img_srcs : Positions for the image sources (L x 3)
7 % phases : Phase hifts, p_l (L x 1)
8 % signal_amplitudes : Estimate of the signal strengths (L x 1)
9 % diag_loading_d : Diagonal loading (0 = no loading)
10 % DAS_weights : Weights for DAS beams, w'_{m,l} (M x L)
11 A = signal_amplitudes;
12
13 %Get the reflection beams (multiplied by the phase shift
14 CRM_weights = ones(size(img_srcs,1), 1);
15 [¬,DAS_beams] = CRM(data, array, img_srcs, phases, DAS_weights, ...
CRM_weights);
16
17 %Calculate R
18 R = DAS_beams * DAS_beams' / size(DAS_beams,2);
19
20 %Diagonal loading
21 I = eye(size(R,1));
22 d = diag_loading_d*trace(R);
23 R = d*I+R;
24
25 %Inverse of R
26 R_inv = inv(R);
27
28 %The MVDR weights
29 w = (R_inv * A) / (A' * R_inv * A)
30
31 %Normalize the weigths
32 w = w./sum(w);
33
34 %Apply the weights and sum the output
35 MVDR_CRM_out = w'*DAS_beams;
36 end
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The CRM beamformer
1 function [CRM_out, DAS_beams] = CRM(data, array, img_srcs, phases, ...
DAS_weights, CRM_weights)
2 % CRM
3 %
4 % data : Each row is data on a single channel (M x N)
5 % array : Positions of the mics (M x 3)
6 % img_srcs : Positions for the image sources (L x 3)
7 % phases : Phase shifts, p_l (L x 1)
8 % DAS_weights : Weights for DAS beams, w'_{m,l} (M x L)
9 % CRM_weights : Weights for the DAS beams, w'_l (L x 1)
10
11
12 global c fs
13
14 % Extract important sizes
15 M = size(array,1); %array size
16 L = size(img_srcs,1); %Number of reflections
17
18 %Splitting matrix for better readabillity
19 xm = array(:,1); ym = array(:,2); zm = array(:,3);
20
21 %Beamform array with DAS to each image source
22 DAS_beams = {};
23
24 %Loop through image sources and beamform with DAS
25 for l = 1:L;
26 src = img_srcs(l,:);
27 xl=src(1); yl=src(2); zl=src(3);
28
29 %The DAS weights (w_{m,l})
30 w_m = DAS_weights(l,:)'./sum(DAS_weights(l,:));
31
32 %the delay from source to receiver element in samples
33 df = round(sqrt((xm xl).^2 + (ym yl).^2 + (zm zl).^2 )/c*fs);
34
35 %Delay and sum
36 out = frameshift_signals(data, df);
37 out = w_m'*out;
38
39 %Phaceshift factor:
40 DAS_beams{l,1} = out.*phases(l);
41 end
42
43 %Convert cell array to matrix
44 DAS_beams = cell2mat2D(DAS_beams);
45
46 %Sum the DAS beams (they are already delayed)
47 CRM_out = CRM_weights'*DAS_beams;
48
49 end
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Utility functions
1 function [ a ] = cell2mat2D( c )
2 %Takes a 2d cellarray as an argument and convert it to a array. ...
Pads with
3 %zeros at the end of the rows if nessecary.
4 if size(c,2) == 1
5 [max_size, max_index] = max(cellfun('size', c, 1));
6 RIRs = zeros(length(c),max_size);
7 for i = 1 : length(c)
8 a(i,1:length(cell2mat(c(i)))) = cell2mat(c(i));
9 end
10 else
11 max_size = max(cellfun('size', c, 1));
12 a = zeros(length(c),max_size);
13 for i = 1 : length(a)
14 el = cell2mat(c(i));
15 a(i,1:length(el)) = el;
16 end
17 end
1 function data = frameshift_signals(data,  )
2 % Edited version from code handed out in INF5410 project work
3 %       
4 % data : Data matrix. each row is a single signal
5 %   : samples to shift the signals
6 %
7 % Outdata
8 %       
9 % data : the shifted matrix of signals.
10
11 [M, N] = size(data);
12
13
14 for (ii = 1:M)
15 if n(ii) > 0
16 data(ii,:) = [data(ii,(n(ii)+1):end) zeros(1, n(ii))];
17 elseif n(ii) < 0
18 data(ii,:) = [zeros(1, n(ii)) data(ii,1:(end+n(ii)))];
19 else
20 data(ii,:) = data(ii,:);
21 end
22 end

Appendix B: Position of sources
The source positions are generated with the MATLAB function:
1 bsxfun( @plus, bsxfun(@times, rand(500,3), [3.5,4,1.5]), [1,0.5,1]);
This creates random source positions within a rectangular box of the room. The
spaces close to the wall and the array are not populated with sources, since it is un-
likely that the beamformers would be steered here. The random positions for the in-
terference and source are available as a MATLAB .mat-file at: https://db.tt/oRiBDLiA
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